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The program documented here describes the vertical distribu­
tion of water in the zone of aeration available for use by 
vegetation in a wetlands environment.
Problem Statement:
Vegetation is generally thought to be in dynamic equilibrium 
with the environment. As the environment changes, vegetation 
can be expected to change until a new balance is approached 
or achieved. Flood control measures put into effect in
1
Eastern Arkansas during the last twenty-five years have 
allowed previously flood-prone areas to be cleared of 
wetland forests for agriculture. Parts of the remaining 
wetland forests, which were in equilibrium with environ­
mental conditions typically including extensive annual 
flooding, are now thought to be out of balance with an 
environment characterized by reduced flooding or no 
flooding. A study of relationship between hydrologic 
change and vegetation change should be invaluable as a 
planning tool for future use of wetland forest areas.
Areas of Application:
This program may be used to determine the optimum use of 
wetlands of any region by predicting the impact of pro­
posed flood control and drainage projects on the wetlands 
environment.
Methods of Computation:
The basic equations are the differential equations which 
describe isothermal, one-dimensional, unsteady-state, 
simultaneous flow of water and air in a porous medium. 
These are a set of two second order, non-linear, partial 
differential equations. Because of the complexity of these 
equations, it was necessary to use numerical techniques. 
The partial differential equations were converted to a 
finite difference from and solved using an iterative implicit 
procedure.
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Basis for Selection of Method:
Because of the complexity of the partial differential 
equations, an analytical solution could not be achieved, 
and the numerical solution was the only available tech- 
nique.
Limitations and Restrictions:
The Theoretical Development section of the body of the 
report includes the assumptions which were made in the 
development of the model.
Equations and Derivations:
Derivation of the basic equations of the model is shown 
in the Theoretical Development section of the report.
Definition of Technical Terms:
The definition of all variable and constant names used in 
the computer program is given by comment statements in 
the main program body.
Physical Constants:
The physical constants and program parameter values used in 
the model are listed in Appendix I-C.
Functional Information:
The finite difference approximations of the partial differ­
ential equations was solved numerically. The depth of the 
soil column was directed into intervals and the differential 
terms in each of the partial differential equations were 
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replaced by finite differences. Essentially a iterative 
implicit procedure was used to calculate pressures and 
saturation at each time step, converging after meeting a 
maximum allowable residual mass or pressure. Briefly, 
the computation for each time step is:
1. The coefficients of the difference are calculated.
2. The residual mass values are determined.
3. The difference equations are solved by the
Gaussian elimination method yielding pressure 
residuals.
4. New values of pressure are calculated at each 
grid node.
5. The iteration parameter is advanced by one and 
the residuals are recalculated. Convergence is 
checked by comparing residuals to the maximum 
allowable residuals.
6. If convergence criteria are not met, steps 3, 4
and 5 are repeated. This cyclical process con­
tinues until a preset maximum number of iterations 
is reached. The program continues after an error 
message if convergence is not attained.
7. New values of saturation are calculated using the 
capillary pressure-saturation relationship once 
convergence has been reached.
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8. At the end of each time step a material balance 
calculation is made.
II. Usage Information
Programming Language, Equipment, and Operating System:
The computer program was written in FORTRAN IV for 
the IBM 360 system. The model requires 24k of 36 
bit-word of core storage. It uses a magnetic tape 
for restart purposes.
Input Requirements:
Data input is by cards, and no special input is 
necessary.
Secondary Storage Input Format:
None
Input Data Description:
Data input is by punched card. Input requirements 
and formats are given by comments in the data input 
subroutine, LNKA.
Program Output:
Sample program output is shown in the example case. 
Operator Instructions:
No special instructions are required.
Off-Line Error Messages:
No error messages are generated by the program. 
Definition of Technical Terms:
A complete listing of all terms used in the program is 
given by comment cards in the main program.
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Example Case:
An example case is included as Appendix I-D.
Job Processing Time:
Computer time usage varied from less than two minutes 



































































AAAA WETTING PHASE ACCUMULATION IN THE SYSTEM AT EACH TIME 
STEP BASED ON SOURCE/SINK TERMS (LBM)
AANTRY NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IN EACH TIME CONSTANT
ACG MATERIAL BALANCE RATIO.NON-WETTING PHASE (FFFF—RESG)/
CDOO
AG (RESC—COCO) (LBM)
ACW MATERIAL BALANCE RATIO,WETTING PHASE (EEEE-RESW)/CCCC 
AIRKG EVAP. MASS—TRANSFER (LBM/SO.FT/ R) (HR/MILE )**.8(1/PSI) 
AKGLEA TRAN. MASS-TRANSFER (LBM/SQ.FT/HR) (HR/MILE)**.8(1/PSI) 
AKXMU ABS. PERM. MULTIPLYER
AIRRE AIR FILM RESISTANCE AT SOIL SURFACE
APOR AVERAGE’PCRCSITYIN SOIL ROOT ZONE
(CU FT WETTING PHASE/CU FT ROCK I
ASSS CAPILLARY PRESSURE INTERCEPT FOR SW .LE. WILPO
A S(L AYER.NKK) INTERCEPT CF A TANGENT CURVE TO TH EC A PlL LA RV 
PRESSURE-WETTING PHASE SATURATION CURVE
AVG NON—WETTING PHASE VISCOSITY AT I-TH GRIO POINT (CP)
AVGF NCN-WETTING PHASE VISCOSITY AT (I + l) TH GRIO POINT TCP) 
AVWF WETTING PHASE VISCOSITY AT (I + l) TH GRIO POINT (CP) 
AVSATL AVERAGE SATURATION IN ROOT ZONE
AVW WETTING PHASE VISCOSITY AT I-TH GRID POINT (CP)
AW (RESW-CCCC) (LBM)
AWSAT AVERAGE SATURATION IN SOIL ROCT ZONE
BBBB NCN-WETTING PHASE ACCUMULATED IN THE SYSTEM AT
EACH TIME STEP (LBM)
BSSS CAPILLARY PRESSURE SLOPE FOR SW ,LE. WILPC
RS ( L AY ER. NKK ) SLOPE CF A TANGENT TO THE CAPILLARY "Png'S SURE= 
WETTING PHASE SATURATION CURVE
BW( I) OUMMY VARIABLE USED FOR WETTING PHASE SATURATION
(CU.FT. OF WETTING PHASE / CU.FT. PORE)
C(I(N) MATRIX COEFFICIENTS
CCCC TOTAL WETTING PHASE ACCUMULATION BASED ON SOURCE/SINK 
Terms (lbm)
C AND CC MATRIX MULTIPLIERS
□ODO TOTAL NCN-WETTING PHASE ACCUMULATION BASED ON SOURCE/ 
SINK TERMS (LBM)
DG(I) NCN-WETTING PHASE CENSITY (LBM PER CU. FT.)
DIPG STARTING POINT COORDINATE ON NON-WETTING PHASE DENSITY- 
PRESSURE CURVE
OIPW STARTING POINT COORDINATE ON WETTING PHASE DENSITY­
PRESSURE CURVE
DISKG STARTING POINT CCCRCINATE ON NCN-WETTING PHASE RELATIVE 
PERMEAeiLITY-WETTING PHASE SATURATION CURVE
DISKW STARTING POINT CCCRCINATE ON WETTING PHASE RELATIVE 
PERMEABILITY-WETTING PHASE SATURATION CURVE
DIP STARTING POINT COORDINATE ON VISCOSITY CURVE
DIOW STARTING POINT CCCRCINATE ON WETTING PHASE INJECTION 
CURVE
DISW(LAYER) STARTING POINT ON WETTING PHASE SATURATION-
DP PRESSURE INCREMENT ON VISCOSITY CURVE (PSI)
DLTMAX MAX. SIZE CF TIME STEP
CMGX NCN-WETTING PHASE MOBILITY RATIO
DMWX WETTING PHASE MOBILITY RATIO
CPC CAPILLARY PRESSURE INCREMENT (PSI)
DPG PRESSURE INCREMENT CN NCN-WETTING PHASE DENSITY­
PRESSURE CURVE (PSI )
MAIN



























































DPW PRESSURE INCREMENT CN WETTING PHASE DENSITY-
PRESSURE CURVE (PSII
DSKG NCN-WETTING PHASE SATURATION INCREMENT ON ON-WETTING
PHASE RELATIVE PERMEABILITY CURVE
(CU.FT. f CU.FT. PORE )
DSKW WETTING PHASE SATURATION INCREMENT ON WETTING PHASE
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY CURVE
(CU.FT. 1 CU.FT. PCRE I
DSW STARTING PCINT COORDINATE ON WETTING PHASE SATURATION­
CAPILLARY PRESSURE CURVE (PSII
CSW(LAYER I START ING POINT COORDINATE CN WETTING PHASE SATURATION-
CAPILLARY PRESSURE CURVE (PSI)
OT TIME INCREMENT (HOUR)
cw<i > wetting pfase^oen si ty< lbf/cu.ft.)
0X1 ANC 0X2 SPACE INCREMENTS
EEEE WETTING PHASE INITIALLY IN SYSTEM (LBM)
EKWM CONVERGENCE CRITERIA FOR WETTING PHASE PRESSURE
ESTAR MAX. NUMBER CF TIME STEPS TO BE COMPUTED
FCONV CONVERSION FACTOR FOR PSI TO PSF
FFFF NON WETTING PHASE INITIALLY IN THE SYSTEM
FINAL KEY VARIABLE FOR TAPE LSAGE ANO CALL EXIT
GGGG MATERIAL BALANCE RAT IO*WETTING PHASE BASED CN AMOUNT
INITIALLY IN PLACE (RESW-CCCC)/EEEE
GRESG MAX. RESIDUAL FCRNCN—WETTINGPHASE
GRESU MAX. RESIDUAL FOR WETTING PHASE
GSUM AMOUNT OF NON-WETTING PHASE IN MODEL (LBM)
H(N) HEIGHT (FEET)
HHHH MATERIAL BALANCE RAT 10,NON—WETTING PHASE BASED ON
AMOUNT INITIALLY IN PLACE (RESG-DCDD)/FFFF
hktti iteration PARAMETER
IT IS THE MIN. TIME (SEC) FOR THE RUN TO WRITE ON TAPE ANO EXIT
ITSTOP IS NO LONGER USED. REMAINING TIME ROUTINE IS NOW USED.
HOFLEAF HEIGHT OF THE PLANT FROM A OATUM PLANE
IOUTPT KEY TCSPECIFY OUTPUT
INSW -=0 * INITIAL SAT. WILLBE AS READ, = 1, INITIAL SAT.
WILL eE CALCUATEO FROM CAPILLARY CURVE
ITAPE KEY FOR THE USE OF THE RESTAR TAPE
KC ITERATION INCEX
KX(N) ABSOLUTE PERMEAB ILITY (CARTYS)
LAYER,LAY NUMBER CF SOIL LAYER IN MODEL
MAXG LOCATION OF MAXIMUM NGN—WETTING PHASE RESIDUAL
MAXW LOCATION CF MAXIMUM NWETTING PHASE RESIDUAL
MTRY MAX. NUMBER OF ITERATION STEPS
NBUG KEY VARIABLE FOR DEBUGGING PURPOSES
NOLAY NO. CF CAPILLARY PRESSURE CURVE
NHK NUMBER OF ITERATION PARAMETERS IN A CYCLE
NPCC NUMBER CF POINTS CN CAPILLARY PRESSURE-WETTING PHASE
SATURATION CURVE
NSTAR TAPE USAGE INDICATION
NTRY NUMBER OF ITERATION STEPS
NWELLS NUMBER CF SINK (SCLRCE)
NX,NA,NL NUMBER CF GRIC POINTS
PC(I > C/'PILLARY PRESSURE (PSI)
PCI STARTING PC lNT^CCCRDINATE-ON CAPILLARYPRESSURE WETTING -----------
PHASE SATURATION CURVE
PG(N) NCN-WETTING PHASE PRESSURE CALCULATED AT OLD TIME STEP




























































PGA(N) NCN—WETTING PHASE PRESSURE CALCULATED AT NEW TIME STEP 
(PSI)
PGCFV PER CENT GRCUND CCVERC BY VEGETATION
PG8(N) NON-WETTING PHASE PRESSURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO 
SATURATIONS (PSI)
PGIN(N) NCN—WETTING PHASE PRESSURE AT BOUNCARY OF N-TH GRID 
(PSI )
PKEY(N) KEY VARIABLE FOR INJECTION/PROOUCTION FROM A GRID PT. 
PLCCNCU PLANT CONDUCTIVITY LBM/SQ FT-HR-PSI
POR(N) POROSITY
POTCFR WETTING PHASE POTENTIAL AT ROOT SURFACE (PSI)
POTPFL WETTING PHASE POTENTIAL AT LEAF SURFACE (PSI) 
PMCHG CONVERGENCE CRITERIA FOR PGB(N)
PMCHW CONVERGENCE CRITERIA FOR PWB(N)
PW(N) WETTING PHASE PRESSURE AT OLD TIME STEP (PSI)
PWA(N) WETTING PHASE FRESSURE AT NEW TIME STEP (PSI) 
PWB(N) WETTING PHASE PRESSURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO 
SATURATIONS (FSI)
PWIN(N) WETTING PHASE PRESSURE AT BOUNOARY OF N-TH GRID
(PSI )
ODD IS THE DRAINAGE FUNCTION CGNSTANT
OEVA(N) EVAPORATION FROM N-TH CELL (LBM/HR/SQ FT)
QG(N) RATE OF NCN-WETTING PHASE IN (OUT) (LBM/HR/FT SO)
GQQEVA CUMULATIVE EVAPCRATICN (LBM/SQ FT)
OQQTRA CUMULATIVE TRANSPIRATION (LBM/SQ FT)
QTA, QTB, ANC QTC ARE ALL SEASONAL TRANSPIRATION FUNCTION CONST. 
QTRAN(N) TRANSPIRATION FROM N—TH GRTC POINT DUR INGCNE Tt ME 
INTERVAL (LBM/SC FT/HR)
QTRANT TRANSPIRATION CURING ONE TIME INTERVAL (LBM/SQ FT/HR) 
QW(N) RATE OF WETTING PHASE IN (OUT) (LBM/HR/FTSG)
CWF PRECIPITATION (INCH/OATA POINT INTERVAL)
RESG TOTAL AMOUNT OF NCN-WETTING PHASE REMAINING IN SYSTEM
(LBM )
RESTAR TAPE USAGE INDICATOR
RESW TOTAL AMCLNT OF WETTING PHASE REMAINING IN SYSTEM (LBM)
RG NCN-WETTING PHASE CENSITY AT I-TH GRID POINTCALCULATEO
AT CUD PRESSURE (LBM/CU FT)
RGA NCN-WETTING PHASE CENSITY AT I-TH GRID POINT CALCULATED
AT NEW PRESSURE (LBM/CU FT)
RGF NCN-WETTING PHASE CENSITY AT (I*1)TH GRID POINT
CALCULATED AT OLD PRESSURE (LBM/CU FT)
RGXB NCN-WETTING PHASE DENSITY AT (I + DTH GRID POINT 
CALCULATED AT NEW PRESSURE (LBM/CU FT)
RGXF NCN-WETTING PHASE DENSITY AT (I+1)TH GRID POINT 
CALCULATED AT NEW PRESSURE(L3M/CU FT)
RKG NCN-WETTING PHASE RELATIVE PERMEABILITY
(CIMENSICNLESS)
AT (I+1)TH GRID POINT (DI MENSIGNLESS)
RKGC NCN-WETTING PHASE RELATIVE PERMEABILITY
AT I-TH GRID POINT (DIMENSIONLESS)
RKGF NCN-WETTING PHASE RELATIVE PERMEABILITY
AT (I + DTH GRIO POINT ( 0 IMENSIONLE SS )
RKW WETTING PHASE RELATIVE PERMEABILITY (CIMENSIONLESS)
RKWB WETTING PHASE RELATIVE PERMEABILITY AT (I+DTH GRID 
POINT (DIMENSIONLESS)


















































RKWC WETTING PHASE RELATIVE PERMEABILITY AT I-TH GRID POINT 
(DIMENSIONLESS)
RKWF WETTING PHASE RELATIVE PERMEABILITY AT (I*1)TH GRID
POINT (CI MENS ICNLESS»
RHUM(NN) AIR HLCIDiTY
RCOTN NUMBER CP GRIC PCINTS IN WHICH ROOTS PENETRATE
RSGA SUM OF NON—WETTING PHASE RESIDUAL
RSWA SUM OF WETTING PHASE RESIOUAL
RW WETTING PHASE CENSITY AT I-TH GRID POINT CALCULATED AT
OLO PRESSURE (LBM/CU FT)
RTDEN(NN) ROCT DENSITY (FT ROCT/CU.FT SOIL)
RWA WETTING PHASE OENS ITY AT I-TH GRID POINT CALCULATED AT
CLO PRESSURE (LBM/CU FT)
RWF WETTING PHASE DENSITY AT (I+1ITH GRID POINT CALCULATED
AT OLD PRESSURE (LBM/ CU FT)
RWX8 WETTING PHASE CENSITY AT (I+DTH GRID POINT CALCULATED
AT N EW PR ESSUR ET«M7“CU_FT )--------
RWXF WETTING PHASE DENSITY AT (I*1)TH GRIC POINT CALCULATED 
AT NEW PRESSURE (LBM/ CU FT)
S(N) WETTING PHASE SATURATION (CU FT WETTINGPHASE/
CU FT PCRE SPACE)
SCALE SAT. MLLTIPLYER
SGK(N) NCN-WETTING PHASE PHASE NORMALIZATION FACTOR
SOILPC AVERAGE SOIL POTENTIAL IN ROOT ZONE (PSI)
SOILRE SOIL FLCW RESISTANCE IN VAPOR ZONE
SRESG SQUARECF NCN-WETTINGPH ASTROS I DUAL
SRESW SQUARE OF WETTING PHASE RESIDUAL
STEM(NN) SOIL TEMP. DEGREE F.
STAR TAPE USAGE INCICATOR
STRP(NN) VAPOR PRESSURE VS. TEMP.
SWK WETTING PHASE NCRMALIZATION FACTOR
TCCN MAX. SIMtLATT CNTIMEIHOURS)
TH(N) THICKNESS (FCCT)
TIMA.TIMB PROCESSOR TIME CONTROL
TOLG CONVERGENCE CRITERIA FOR GRESG
TCLW CONVERGENCE CRITERIA FOR GRESW
TTOT CURRENT SIMULATION TIME (HOURS)
TIRE TOTAL RESISTANCE
VG(I) NON-WETTING PHASE VISCOSITY (CP)
VW(I)wETTINGPHASE'VlSCCSTTY(CP)-------
WSUM AMOUNT OF WETTING PHASE IN MOOEL (LBM)
WILPC WILTING SAT. (CF/CF PORE)
W IN C V WIN 0 VELOCITY (MPH)
WHEAC(N) PRECIPITATION IN./MO. OR WATER HEAD (PSI)
X(N) SPACE COORDINATE (FCCT)
MA INL INE
COMMON PG(50 ),PW(50),PGA(50),PHA(50),S(50),AS(10,100),BS(10,100)
COMMON SGK(50 ) ,SWK(50 ) ,HK(50),0,DD,DT,AAAA,BBB8,CCCC,DODD,EEEE,FFF 
IF ,GGGG ,HHHH,ASSS,BSSS
CCMMCN SUMMM,SUMNN,DENAM I,ANOMER-
COMMON RKWC , RKWB,RKWF,RKGC,RKG8,RKGF,RW,RWF,RG,RGF,AVW,AVWF,AVG 
CCMMCN RWA,RWXF ,PTC,RGA,RGXF ,RGXB,RWXB•AVGF
CCMMCN CW(50),0G(50),PWIN(50),PGIN(50)♦QTRAN(50)
COMMON WHEAC(998),RTCEN(50 ) ,PKEY(50),LAY(50)
CCMMCN RHUM(599),ATEM(999),STEM(999),STARP(100),WINOV(999)
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1),POR(50),PWE(50),X < 5C ) ,KX(50),PGB(50),TH(50),H(50)





C C M MCN TTCT,ITAPE,DLTMAX,ESTAR,N STAR,IOU TPT, IT,TIMA, TT MB,TT MC 
COMMON 0ATEM,01 ATEM,CSTEM,CI STEM,OSTP,0ISTP,DRHUM,DIRHUM,CWTNO 
CCMMCN PGCBV,SATURA,TIMEMU,QQEVA,QQQEVA*AVSATU,QTRANT,QOQTRA 
CCMMCN POFLAW,JCUTPT,CT A,CTB,OTC,000,IOT, TOD '
DOUBLE PRECISION ATEMP,RHL,STEMP,PSTAR,ASTAR,WINDVC,QTRAN
DOUBLE PRECISION QEVA,TTRE,SO ILRE♦AIRRE
DOUB L E PR EC IS10 NPG,PG A , Ph , PWA/SVAS , BS , ASSS , BSSS-----------------------
DOUBLE PRECISION C♦DMWX,DMGX,SWK,SGK,HK
DOUBLE PRECISION RKWC,RKWE,RKWF,RWX8,RGX8,RKGC,RKGB,RKGF,RWXF,RGX3 
1, R W,AVGF,RWF,RG,RGA,RGF7A VW, R W A , AV W F , A'V G , PTC,RGXF
COUBLE PRECISION TPT , DT ,<J3,05,09 ,Q11, AG, RE SW ,RE SG , ACW ,GSUM ,WSUM 
DOUBLE PRECISION 0,CD,AAAA,B8e6,CCCC,DODO,EEEE,FFFF,GGGG,HHHH,AW 
DOUBLE PREC IStCN SA T W,CwF ,FT0T, PwTII ,PGIN’,ACG , Oh ,QG
DOUBLE PRECISION SUMMM,SUMNN,OENAMI,ANUMER
REAL ’KX
LNKA IS DATA INPUT LINK
CALL INKA




S IN EFFECT* NC ID* EBCD IC,SOURCE ,NOL1ST.NODECK ,LOAD,NOMAP
S IN EFFECT* NAME = MAIN * LINECNT « 60
TICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 31,PROGRAM SIZE = 322
TICS* NC DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED
7^




















THIS SUBROUTINE IS A CATA INPUT SUBROUTINE
COMMON PGI SO),PWl50 ) , PGA 15 0) , PWAI 50),SI50),AS(10,100),BS(10,100) 
COMMON CI 12,50 ) ,CMWX150),DMGX150),QEVA(50)





COMMON GW 150),CGI 50),PW IN (50 ) ,PGIN<50),QTRANI 50)
COMMC'N WHE AC I SS 6 ) , RTDE N 15C ) ,PKtV (50),LAY (50)
COMMON RHUM (999),AT EM(999 ),STEM(999),STARP( 100),WIN0Vt999)
COMMON VW 1100 ) ,PC 110,100),CW1100),CG1100),RKWI 100),RKGI100),VGI 100 





COMMON RE STAR,STAR,FINAL , TCLW,TOLG,TCCN,PMCHW,PMCHG,EKGM
COMMON TTOT,ITAPE,DLTMAX,ESTAR,NSTAr,IOUTPT,IT,TI MA,TI MB,TIMt 
COMMON CATEM ,CIATEM,DSTEM,CISTEM,OSTP,OISTP,DRHUM,0IRHUM,CWIND 
COMMON PGCBV,SATURA,TIMEML',QQEVA,QQQEVA,AVSATU,QTRANT,QQQTRA 







DOUBLE PRECISION RKWC,RKWB*RKWF,RWXB,RGXB,RKGC,RKGB,RKGF,RWXF,RGXB 
1,RW,AVGF,RWF,RG,RGA,RGF,AVW,RWA,AVWF,AVG,PTC,RGXF
DOUBLE PRECISION TPT,CT,C3,Q5,C9,Qll,AG,RESW,RESG,ACW,GSUM,WSUM 
COUBLE PRECISION D,DO,AAAA,BBBB,CCCC,DODO,EEEE,FFFF,GGGG,HHHH,AW 
DOUBLE PRECISION SATW,QWF,TTOT,PWIN,PGIN,ACG,QW,QG





IOUTPT CCNTRCLS OUTPUT OF RESULTS, PWIN), PGIN), SIN) - OUTPUT 
WILL 6E WRlTTENAFTERFIRSrTTMESTEP AND SUBSEQUENTLY AFTER
EACH IOUTPT TIME STEPS
R EAC <5,320T REST AR”,FTNSC; ESTTHL, A<XMU ,AIRKG,W ILPO, POFL AW
RESTAR = 0, START FROM INITIAL TIME, RESTAR NEO, START FROM TAPE
WRITE (6,490) RESTAR,FINAL,POFLAW
WRITE 16,220)
ESTAR = NUMBER OF TIME STEPS TO BE CALCULATED
WRITE 16,500) AKXMU,ESTAR,AIRKG,WILPO


























21 LNKA DATE = 74186 - 17/44/00
• 0 WRITE AFTER EACH ITERATION
* 0 WRITE MATRIX SOLN ANO PROPERTIES 
ITAPE IS RESTART TAPE CONTROLS ITAPE ’0,N0 RESTART; ITAPE «1,RESTA 
ART
REAC ( 5,290) NB LiG , I T , IN SW , I TAPE , IOUTPT , I QT , 100 
WRITE (6,550) NBUG,IT,INSW,ITAPE,IOUTPT,IOT,100
INITIAL SAT. WILL BE MODIFIED IF INSW • 18 THE WATER PRESSURE WILL 
BE SET IN ACCORD. WITH GRAVITY HEAC, WHlCHSETS PC ANU THU5~5)T;
IF INSW = 0 THEN INITIAL SATURATION WILL BE AS FOLLOWS (SEE 
ROUTINE THAT FOLLOWS)
REAC (5,510) DLTMAX,PLCCND,HOFLEA,AKGLEA,ASSS,BSSS,PGCBV,TIMEMU 
WRITE (6 ,540) CLTMAX,PLCCND,HO FL EA,AKGL£A,ASSS♦BSSS,PGC0V,TTM£MU 
ITSTCP=IT
STAR=RESTAR
IF (RESTAR.GT.C.0001) GO TO 19(5
REAC VISCOSITY TABLES
AN = NC. OF PTS. IN TABLE, CP = PRESS. INCR.,DTPW=» INIT. TABLE 
VW (N) « WATER VISCOSITY
VG (N) = C-AS VISCOSITY



















WRITE (6,310) (VG(KN ) ,KN=1,1OO)
REAC CEKSITY TABLES
CW (N) = WATER DENSITY
CG (N) = GAS DENSITY
REAC (5,300) AN,CPW,DIPW
N=AN





WRITE (6,310) (CW(NN ) , NN = 1,100)
REAC (5,300) AN,0PG,0IPG
N = AN






































WRITE (6,310) (DG(NN),NN =1,100)
REAC CAPILLIARY PRESS. DATA - R6A0 SW AT EQUAL INCR. OF CAP. PRESS 
AN = NC. OF PTS. IN TABLE
PCI = INIT. CAP. PRESS. IN TABLE
OPC = INCREMENT IN CAF. PRESS.
SCALE = SCALE FACTOR - PURPOSE IS TO EASILY SHIFT CAP. PRESS. CUR 
6W(N) = SW (WATER SATURATION)









CAPILLIARY PRESS. DATA CCNVERTEO TO EQUAL INCREMENTS OF SATURATION 
BS(J) AND AS (J) CALCULATED FOR EACH TABLE ENTRY
SW = AS(J) ♦ ES(J) * PC
CALL CAPPR (AN,PCI,CPC,SCALE,LAYER,8W,AS,BS,DSW,DISW,PC)
WRITE (6,330)
WRITE (6,310) AN,DSW(LAYER) ,OISW(LAYER)
WRITE (6,310) (PCILAYER,J),J=1,N)
continue
READ IN GRID CATA
PERM., PCRIPER CENT), INIT. GAS PRESS., INIT. SAT., THICKNESS
X LOCATICN, WATER INJECTION RATE, AIR INJECTION RATE, WELL WATER 
PRESS., WELL GAS PRESS., BOUNCARY CONDITION CONTROL
KX(N)=CARC IES
WATER ANC AIR INJECTION RATES ANO BOUNDARY PRESSURES NEED ONLY BE 











S(N ) = S(N)/POR(N)
LAYER=LAY(N)
KX(N)=KX(N)*AKXMU



















EL 21 LNKA OATE * 74186 . 17/44/00
LAYDUM=LAYER
PCDUM IS A DUMMY CAP. PRESS. ARRAY FOR USE IN SUBROUTINE TAB
CALL TAB (DSW(LAYER),01SW(LAYER),PCDUM,S(N)*PTC)
PW( N ) = PG(N)-PTC
H(N)=F(N)*FCCNV
IF ( INSta.NE.l) GO TC 90
PWI=PW(N)
PGT = PG(M '
PtaTE=Pta(N)
PGTE=PG(N)
CALL TAB (CPG ,CIPG,CG,PGTE,RG)





IF ( A E Pta.LT.0.1) A6PW=0.1
IF (A6PG.LT.0.1 ) ABPG = 0.1
IF (CABS(PWTE-PW(N ) )/ABPW.GT.O.20—14) GO TO 80
IF (CABSTPGTE-PG(N))/ABPG.GT.0.20—14) GO TO 80
NKK=(PG(N )-PW(N )-PCI)/DPC + 1.0
IF (NKK.GT.NPCC) NKK=NPCC






WRITE (6.530) KX(N),LAY(N)*POR(N)*PM(N),PG(N),S(N)*TH(N),HWRT,X(N) 
1, GW (N ) , QG (N ) , PW IN (N ) , PG IN (N ) , PKEY ( N ) ,RTDEN( N)





REAC RELATIVE PERM. CATA
CSKG = INCREMENT IN SAT.
DISKG = FIRST SAT. IN TABLE




R K W ( M ) - R K WTNT
WRITE (6,380)
WRITE (6,310) (RKW(NN) ,NN=l,100)








WRITE (6,310) (RKG(NN ) ,NN=1,100)
17























REAC AIR TEMP. VS. TIME , (F. >
READ (5,300) AN,0ATEM,DIATEM
N=AN
REAC (5,510) (ATEM(NN),NN»1,N) 
CO 130 M=N,100
ATEM(M)=ATEM(N)






REAC AIR HUMIOITY VS. TIME
READ (5,300) AN.CRHLM,CI AHUM
N=AN
REAC (5,510) (RHUM(NN),NN«1,N)
CO 150 M = N,100
RHUM(M )=RHUM(N)
READ WINC VELOCITY VS. TIME (MPH)
REAC (5,300) AN,DWINO,DIWIND
N=AN














WRITE (6,310) (WI NDV(NN) ,NN»1,N)







WRITE (6,310) (STARP(NN),KN=1,100) 
WRITE (6,400)
REAC SCHEDULE CF WATER HEAC AT BOUNCj 
CHEAC = TIME INCREMENT FOR TABLE
ARY - FOR VARIABLE HE:AD BOUND.



























WRITE (6,310) (WFEAC(NN) ,NN=1,N)
MTRY = MAX. NC. OF ITERATIONS PER TIME STEP
REAC (5,290) MTRY
CMIN’NTRY





HR - ITERATION PARAMETERS - WILL BE USED IN CYCLICAL MANNER
R EAC (5,320) (HK(I),1=1,NFK)
WRITE (6,250)
WRITE (6,310) (HK(I ) ,1 = 1,NHK)
CONVERGENCE CRITERIA
TOLG IS MAX. GAS PHASE RESICUAL ALLOWED, TOLW IS MAX. WATER RESID. 
PMCFG IS MAX. CHANGE IN GAS PRESS. ALLOWED AT ANY GRID POINT 














READ (2) CPW,0 IPW,DW,CPG,CI PG,CG
R EAC (2) OFEAC,DIHEAC,WHEAD,OSKW,T)tSKW,RKW,DSKG,DISKG,RKG
REAC (2) LAY,RTDEN,PKEY,QW,OG,PWIN,PGIN
REAC (2) CATEM,OIATEM,OSTEM,CISTEM,DSTP,DISTP,DRHUM,DIRHUM,DWIND
REAC (2) RFUM,AT EM,STEM,STARP,WINDV,01WIND
REAC (2) (KX( I ),POR(I ),PG(I),PW(I),PGA(I),PGB(I),PWA(I),PWB(I),X(I 
1),S(I),TH(I) ,H( I),DMGX(I ),OMWX(I),SGK(I),SWK(I),I=1,NX)
REAC (2) KTRY,MAXW,MAXG,SRESW,SRESG,GRESW,GRESG,EKWM,EKGM,RSWA,RSG 
1A,KC,FK(KC),HR,INL,PKEY(INL),CEVA,QQOEVA,JOUTPT,SUMMM,SUMNN
REAC (2) RESTAR,FINAL,DT,TCON,PCTOFR,POTOFL,Q1111,02222,TI MA,TIM8, 
1TIMC
WRITE(6,4 91) REST AR,FINAL,CT,TTOT
AANTRY = NTRY










































WRITE (6,280) DT,TCCN,TIMA,TIM0,TIMC,QTA ,0TB,QTC,QDD
ESTAR=RESTAR*ESTAR
RETURN
FORMAT (1HC,47HAKXMU IS PERM MULTIPLIER FOR EASY PERM CHANGE )
FORMAT (1HC ,26HNUMBER CF GRIC POINTS,NX = ,I5)
FORMAT (1HO,3X,4HK(X),4X,5H LAY ,IX,5H POR ,8HWAT. PR.,8HGAS. PR., 
111H WAT. SAT. ,5H TH ,6H 0EPTH,4X,5H XL0C,2X,5H QW ,2X,5H QG ,2 
2X.5H PWIN , 5X,4HPGIN,4X,5H PKEY ,2X,5HR.DEN,/,126H DARC NO.
3PRC. PSI CFT/CFT P. FT FT FT LBM/0Y**2-HR
4 PSI NO. FT/CFT )
FORMAT (1H0,25HI TERAT ICN PARAMETERS - HK)
FORMAT (1H0,20HCCNVERGENCE CRITER I A/,4X,4HT0LW,4X,4HT0LG,4X,5HPMCH 
1W,3X ,5HPMCHG)
FORMAT (1H ,26HTCLW = MAX WAT PHASE RES ID♦3X,27HT0LG IS MAX GAS PH 
1ASE RESIC/1X,37HPMCHW • MAX CHANGE IN WAT PHASE PRESS,3X,45HPMCHG 
2= MAX CHANGE IN GAS PHASE PRESS ALLOWED)
FORMAT (1HC,16HDELTA TIME(DT) «,FB.4,3X,11HMAX TIME = ,F8.2,3X,7H 
1TIMA = ,F8.2,3X,7HTIMB = ,F8.2,3X,7HTIMC = ,F8.2/5X,81HTI MA SETS T 
iime Limit for dt to be dltmax, timb set time limit for do to be tT 
1MC. /47HSEASCNAL TRANSPIRATION FUNCTION CONSTANTS, QTA«,F8.4,3X ,4 






FORMAT (1H1,26H CAPILLARY PRESSURE, (PSI))
FORMAT (1HC,27H GAS DENSITY, (LBM/CU. FT.))
FORMAT (1HC,29H WATER DENSITY, (LBM ./CU.FT. ) )
FORMAT (30H0WATER VISCOSITY, (CENTIPOISE))
FORMAT (28H0GAS VISCOSITY, (CENTIPOISE))
FORMAT (28HCRELATIVE PERMEABILITY WATER)
FORMAT (26HCRELATIVE PERMEABILITY GAS)
FORMAT (40H0PRECIPITATION, (INCH/DATA PT. INTERVAL))
FORMAT (29H0RELATIVE HUMICITY, (PERCENT))
FORMAT (24HCAIR TEMP., (FAHRENHEIT))
FORMAT (25HCSCIL TEMP., (FAHRENHEIT))
FORMAT (22HOWIND VELCCITY, (MILES PER HOUR))
FORMAT (38H0SATURATED WATER VAPOR PRESSURE, (PSI))
FORMAT (7X,19HMTRY TSTEP)
FORMAT (9F8.4)
FORMAT (1H ,5F8.4,2 18,2F20.4 )








FORMAT (1H ,F8.3, 15.13F8.3 )
FORMAT (1H ,11H MAX DEL T=,F6.2,2X,1SHPLANTCCNDICT IVITY= , F7.5,2X, 
137HHEIGHT CF LEAVES FROM A CATUM PLANE=,F6.2,2X,20HAIR-LEAF EVAP.C 
20EF.= ,F7.5,/11H I NTERCEPT=,F8.5,2X,6HSL0PE = ♦F8.5,2X,35HPERCENT GRO 
3UND COVER BY VEGETAT ICN=,F6.2,2X,12HDEL T MULT. = ,F5.2)
FORMAT <1HC,20HWRITE CCNTPCL(N8UG> = , 15,3X,4H IT =,I 5,3X,6HINSW =,I5 
1,7HITAPE =,15,3X,7H1CLPT= ,I 5 , 3X ,4HIQT=,I 8,3X,4HIQD=,18)
IV G LEVEL 21 LNKA DATE « 74186 . 17/44/00
580 FORMAT(1H0,120FRESTAR IT CELT TIME ROOT PCT. LEAF POT.
1 SUPPLY F. POT. EVAP EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION CUM.EVAP.CUM.TR 
2AN./112H NO. NO. CAY CAY PSI
3 LBM/OY—SQ.FT. LBM/I
600 FORMAT (1H ,F4.0,IX,F3.0,F7.4,F10.2,8(2X,E10T4TJ
ENO
\S IN EFFECT* NC IC,EBCCIC,SOURCE,NCL1ST,NOOECK,LOAO,NOMAP
NS IN EFFECT* NAME = LNKA , LINECNT ■ 60
STIC S'* SOOR C E STA TEMFNT5“=-------------267 , PROGRATT STZE- «-----------13524
STICS* NC OIAGNCSTICS GENERATEO
20







CCMMCN PG(50 ) ,PW(50),PGA(50),PWA(50),S(50),AS(10,100),BST 10,100) 
COMMON C(12 ,50 ) ,CMWX(50 ) ,CMGX(50),QEVA(50)
COMMON SGK(50 ),SWK(50 ) ,HK(50),O,DO,OT, AAAA,BBBB,CCCC,DODD,EEEE,FFF 
IF,GGGG,HHHH,ASSS,BSSS
COMMON SUMMM , SUMNN , CENAM I,ANUMER
COMMON RKWC,RKWB,RKWF, RKGC,RKGB,RKGF , RW,RWF,RG,RGF,AVW,AVWF,AVG 
COMMON RWA ,RWXF,FTC,RGA,RGXF,RGX8,RWXB,AVGF
COMMON QW(50) ,CG(50) , PWIN(50),PGIN(50),QTRAN(50)
CCMMCN WHEA0(SS8),RTCEN(5C ) ,PKEY(50),LAY(50)
COMMON RHUM(9S9),ATEM(999 ),STEM(999 )♦STARP(100),WINOV(999)
COMMON VW(100),PC(1C, 100 ) ,DW(100),DG(100) ,RKW(100 ) ,RKG(100),VG(100 
1),POR(50),PWB(50),X(5C),KX(50),PGB(50),TH(50),H(50)
CCMMCN TCCNV,CSWT10),OI$WT10) ,CPW,0 IPW,DPG,01 PG,0P,CIP,CPC,PC I ,NX, 
ID ISKW,OSKG,0 ISKG,NHK,LAYER,NPCC,DSKW,DHEAO,0IHEAD
COMMON MTRY ,KC,NBUG,NTRY,MAXW,MAXG,SRESG,SRESW,GRESW,GRESG,RSWA,RS 
IGA,HO FLEA , AKGLEA,01WINC , A IRKG,WILPO♦PLCOND
COMMON RE STAR,STAR,FINAL,TCLW,TOLG,TCCN,PMCHW,PMCHG,EKGM
CCMMCN TTOT,ITAPE,DLTMAX,ESTAR,NSTAR,IOUTPT,IT,TI MA,TI MB,TIMC 




DOUBLE PRECISION ATEMP,RHU,STEMP,PSTAR,ASTAR,WI NOVC,QTRAN
DOUBLE PRECISION QEVA,TTRE,SOILRE,AIRRE
DOUBLE PRECISION PG,PGA,PW,PWA,S,A§,BS,ASSS,B SSS
DOUBLE PRECISION C,CMWX♦DMGX,SWK,SGK,HK
OOUBLE PRECISION RKWC,RKWB,RKWF,RWXB,RGXB,RKGC♦RKGB,RKGF,RWXF,RGX8 
1,RW,AVGF,RWF,RG,RGA,RGF,AVW,RWA,AVWF,AVG , PTC,RGXF
DOUBLE PRECISION TPT,DT,Q3,Q5,Q9,Q11,AG,RESW,RESG,ACW,GSUM,WSUM 
D0U8LE PRECISION D,DC,A AAA,88BB , CCCC,DDDD,EEEE,FFFF,GGGG,HHHH,AW 
OOUBLE PRECISION S ATW , QCTR , QWF , TT'OT ,PWI N , PG IN , ACG , QW, QG








FOR TAPE RESTART, NSTAR = 0
IF (NSTAR.LT.1) GO TC 130






































IF (Q TRANT.EC.0.I GC TO 3C
POTCFR=SRESUL-ANDDEN
POTCFL=PCTOFR-CTRANT/(PLCCND*PGCBV*.01)
















PW(M ) =PWA(N )
NKK = (PG(N)—PW(N)—PC II/CPC + 1.0
IF (NKK.LT.1) NKK®1
I F ( NKK .GT.NPCC F KkK=NPCC~ — _













IF(PTCEN(NI.EC.0.T GC T0 40 ‘ *
ROOTN=ROCTN*1.
SATURA=SATURA+S(N)*POR(N)
SOILPC=SCILPC + PWA(N)+RW*H(N )
CONTINUE
CALC. CF AVE. SAT. , AVE SOIL WATER POT. IN THE ROOT ZONE











THIS IS CNE CF THE MAIN WRITING STATEMENTS 
*********************************






IF (CT.GE.DLTMAX) DT=DLTMAX 
IF(TTCT.GE.TIMA) DT = OLTMAX









IF (TTCT.EQ..O) EEEE=RESW 













CHECK CN PROCESSOR ANO SIMULATION TIME
C 
c
RTIME GIVES THE REMAINING TIME IN SECCNOS
IT IS THE MIN. TIME (SEC) FOR THE RUN TO WRITE 
CALL RTIME(ITIMl)
ON TAPE ANO EXIT
92
93
I F ( IA B S ( ITIM1 ).LE.IT) FINAL « Z.






IF (FINAL.EQ.2. ) GC TO 150 
CHECK OUTPUT CCNTFCL
IF (JCUTPT.EQ.ICUTPT) GO TO 100
IF(JOUTPT .EQ.2.000*IOUTPT ) GC TO 100 
IF(JOUTPT.EQ.3.000*1 CLTPT) GO TO 100
IF(JOLTPT.EQ.4.000*ICUTPT) GC TO 100
IF(JOUTPT.EQ.5.000*I CUTPT ) GO TO 100







THIS IS CNE OF THE MAIN WRITING STATEMENTS
C *********************************
WRITE (6,600) AAAA,RESW.CCCC,AW,EEEE,GGGG,ACW, 
IFF,HHHH,ACG
BBBB,RESG,DDOD,AG,FF













00 110 1=1,NX 
PGB(I)=P0R(I)*S(I)
WRITE (6,650) X( I ),PREY(I) ,PWIN(I),PGIN(I ),QEVA(I),QTRAN(I),QW(I), 
1QG ( I ) , PW ( I ) , PG (I ) , S < I )
IF(RESTAR.EQ.C . ) WRITE(6,680)
IF (ITAPE.EQ.O) GO TO 120
IF(RESTAR.EQ.O.) GC TC 120
IF(FINAL.EQ.2. ) GO TO 111
IF(JOUTPT.LT.(6.0*ICUTPT ) ) GO TO 112






W RITE (2) OHEAO ,0 (HEAD, WHE A0,0 S R W , 0 I S K W, ft R W, D SW, DISK G , RK G
WRITE (2) LAY ,RTOEN,PREY,QW,QG,PWIN,PGIN
WRITE (2) OATEM,DIATEM,OSTEM,CI STEM,CSTP,0ISTP,DRRUM,01RHUM,CWIND 
WRITE <2) RFUM,ATEM,STEM,S TARP , W TNOvTCIWINO
WRITE (2)(RX( I),PORI I),PG(I),PW(I)*PGA(I),PGB(I),PWAII),PWB(I),X(I 
1),S(I),THI I),H(I),OMGX(I ) ,DMWX11),SGR11),SWK(I),I=1,NX)
WRITE (2) NTRY,“AXW,MAXG,SRESW,SRESG,CRESW,GRESG,EKWM,FROM,RSWA,RS 
1GA,KC ,HK(RC) ,HR , IM, PREY IINL ) *QEVA ,QQQEV A, JOUTPT, SUMMM, SUMNN
WRITE(2) RESTAR,FINAL ,0T,TCON,PCTOFR,POTOFL,Qll11,Q2222,T1MA,TIMB, 
1TIMC
CALL RTIMEIITIM3)
















APOR = 0.0 
AWSAT = 0.0 
ABAB = 0.0 
EVALEN = 0.0 
FXPCN = 0.0 
PC-CAP = PGA( 1) 
PWCAP=PWA(1) 
DO 140 M=1,NX 
QEVAIM)=0.
IR A IN = TTCT/OF E A0♦ 1.
IATEM=TTCT/CATEM+1. ’ — ---------------
ISTEM=TTOT/DSTEM+1.
IWINO=TTCT/CWINO+1.
/ G LEVEL 21 LNRB DATE = 74186 17/44/00
V G LEVEL 21
25
















IF ((TT0T-0T).LT.FLOAT!tW IND—1)*DWINO) CALL TAB (OWING,01WIND,WIND 
1V,(TTCT-DT) ,W I NOVO)
IF((TTQT-D T).LT.FLC5T(TRHGK-1)*CRHUM FC A L L TA BTCRHUM,DTRHUM,RHU M 
1, (TTCT-DT),RHU)
IF ((TTOT-OT).LT.FLCAT(IATEM-1)*C AT EM) CALL TAB (CATEM,01ATEM,ATEM
1, (TTCT-OT),ATEMP)




CABIR I = STEMP
IF ( PGCBV.E0.100. ) GO TO 160
IF (S(l).GE.WILPC) GO TC 160
CO 150 NI=1,NX
STEMP=STEM(ISTEM)
IF((TTCT-OT).LT.FLCAT(I STEM-1>*CSTEM) CALL TAB (OSTEM,01 STEM,STEM
1,TTCT,STEMP)

















SEE REPORT, ECN. (2-12)
ABAB=18.*144.♦.62*APOR*(I•—AWSAT)♦.853*(((460.+STEMP)7492.)**1.5)
AIR RESISTANCE






Q Q E V A = Q EVA(INL)—————
CQQEVA=QQQEVA*OQEVA*OT
IF (NBUG .LT•(—2)) GC TO 180
WRITE (6,591) RHU,PSTAR,ASTAR,STTMP,APOR,AWSAT ,ABAB,EVALEN,SOILRE,
1AIRRE,TTRE,WINCVO,0EVA(INL),PGCAP,PWCAP,ACAC,SRHU,PLCONO,EXOPN,FXP 
2CN
n/ G LEVEL 21 LNKB DATE = 74186 17/44/00
WRITE (6.596) NTRY, INL,JOUTPT,QTRANT,POTOFR,POTOFL,ATEMP,ROOTN
180
C
IF (KTRY.EO.O) GC TC 220
IF (NeUG.LT.(-3) ) GC TO ISO
















IF (ABS(GRESG).GT.TCLG) GC TO 220
IF ( A8S ( GRESW).GT•TCLW) GO TO 220 
IF (AES(EKGM).GT.FMCHG) GO TO 220 
IF (A8S(EKWM).GT.PMCHW) GC TO 220
C *********************************
c 






RT1ME C-IVES THE REMAINING TIME IN SECONDS 
CALL RTIME(ITIM2)




















IF (N.EO.l) NXB^NXF 
IF (N.EQ.NX) NXF=NXB
XP=0.5*(X(NXF )-X(NXB))
IF (N.EQ.l) XP=0.5*(X(NXF)—X(N)) 
IF (N.EC.NX) XP = 0.5*(X(N)-X(NX8))
CALL TAP (CP,CIP,VW,PW(N),AVW) 
CALL TAB (DP W ,0 IP W , D W , PW ( N ),RW) 
























IF (SUMMM.EC.O.) GO TO 250






DONAM 1 = 37.135*(STEMP+460.)Z(PSTAR*AKGLEA*WINOVO**.8)









IF (NBUG .LT•(-2 ) ) GO TO 260
WRITE (6,592 ) SUMMR,SUMNN,CENAM I,ANUMER,SRESUL,ANODEN,AANUME,DONAM 
11
QTRANT-O.











IF (NTRY.NE.l) GO TC 270
CALL TAB (CPW,D IPW,CW,PW(N),RW)
CALL TAB (OSKk ,01SKW,RKW,S(N),RKWC)
CALL TAB (OSKW,01SKW,RKW,S(NXF),RKWF)
CALL TAB (CSKG,DISKG,RKG,S(N),RKGC)
CALL TAB (DSKG ,DISKG,RKG,S(NXB),RKGB)
CALL TAB (DSKG,OISKC,RKG,S(NXF),RKGF)
CALL TAB (CS«W ,DISKW,RKW,S(NXB),RKWB)
CALL TAB ( DPW,CIPW,DW,PW(NXF),RHF)
CALL TAB (CPG,DIPG,CG,PG(N),RG)
CALL TAB (CPG,C I PG,CG,PG(NXF1,RGFJ
CALL TAB (OP,CIP, VW,PW(N) ,AVN)
CALL TAB (OP,CIP,VG,PG(N>,AVG)
CALL TAB (0P ,CIP,VW,PW(NXF),AVWF)













IF (NCC.EQ.l) MBX = N
DX1=(X(N) —X(NXB ))*(X(NXF)—X(NXB))
0X2=(X(NXF)—X(N))*(X(NXF)—X(NXB))
IF (NCC.EQ.l) 0X1=2.0*((X (NXF)-X(N) )**2)
IF (NCC.EQ.NX) 0X1=2.C*((X(N)-X(NXB))**2)
IF (NCC.EQ.l) 0X2=2.0*((X(NXF)-X(N))**2)
IF (NCC.EQ.NX) 0X2 = 2.C*(TX<N)-X(NXB) )**2)
CALL TAB (CPG,CIPG,CG,PG(N),RG»
CALL TAB (CPG,0 I PG,CG,PG(NXB ) ,RGXB)
CALL TAB (CPG,CIPG,CG,PG(N),RGA)
CALL TAB (CPG,C I PG,CG,PG(NXF),RGXF)
CALL TAP (OPW,CIPW,0W,PW(N ),RW)
CALL TAB ( CPW JC IPW J CW J PW ( N ) ,RWA )
CALL TAB (OPW,CIPW,CW,PW(NXF),RWXF)
CALLT AR (OSKW,DISKW,RKW,S(N),RK WC)
CALL TAB (OP♦CIP,VW,PW(N),AVW)
IF (RFU.GE.10C.) GC TC 280
IF (PWA(N).LT.PPPWA) PWA(N)=PPPWA
PCC= PG A (N ) —PUA ( N )
N K k^TFC C- PC ri/C PC+T70----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IF (NKK.LT.l) NKK=1
IF (NKK.GT.NPCC) NKK=NPCC




IF (NCC.GT.NBLG) GC TC 290
WRITE (6,620) NKK,INL
WRITE (6,600) AS(LAY EP,NKK),BS(LAY ER,NKK),PCC
WRITE (6,620) N,NXB,NXF,NCC ,M8X,NTRY
WRITE (6,610) RKWC,RKWB,RKWF











2BS(LAYEP,NKK )*(PGA(N )-PWA(N ) ) )-RG*S(N) )
RSW=CNWX(MBX)♦(PWA(NXB)—PWA(N )-RWA*H(N)+RWXB*H(NXB))/DXl+OMWX(N)*( 
1PWA(NXF)-PWA(N)+RWXF*H(NxF)-RWA*A(N))/0X2-TPT*(RWA*(AS(LAY ER.NKKI+ 


























DECISION ON TEE BCUNCARIES
QC23=0.
IF (PKEY(N).EC.O.) GC TO 390
IF (FKEY(N).EC.l.O) GC TO 350
IF (PKEY(N).EC.2.0) GC TC 320
IF (PKEY(N).EC.3.0> GC TO 340
IF (PKEY(N).EC.5.) GC TO 300
PGININ)=PGA(N)+RGA*H(N)
P W IN (N ) = PWA (N )+RWA*H(Nl
GO TC 330
QG(N)=CMGX(N)*0.5*(PG IN IN)—PGA(NXF)—RGXF*H(NXF) ) /(X(NXF) —XIN))
IF (PKEY(N).EC.5.0) QC11=-DMGXIN)*0.5/<X(NXF)-X(N)}
QWF=kHEAC(IRAIN)
IF I (TTOT—DT).LT.FLCAT(IRAIN—1>*CHEAD) CALL TAB (OHEAD,DIHEAD,WHEA 
ID , (TTCT-CT),QWF)
DRAINAGE FUNCTION















IF IPKEY(N).EC.4.0) QC11=—DMGX(N)*0.5/(XINXF) —X(N))
IF I PKEY(N)•EC.3.0 ) QC 11=—DMGX ( N ) *0.5/( X ( NXF ) —XIN ) )










XP = O.5*I X(NXF)-X INXe))
IF (NCC.EQ.l) XP=C.5*(X(NXF)—X(N))
IF (NCC.EC.NX) XP=0.5* I XFNF)—X1NX8T)
IF (PGCBV.EQ.0.) GC TC 360
IF (SUMMM.EQ.C.) GC TC 360
QTR AN (N ) = (RTDEN(N )*RW*RKWC*KXTN ) /A VW*XP* I PwAVN J+R W*H (N)-SUMNN/SllMM 
1M+ANUMER/DENAMI))*.01*PGCeV
SEASONAL TRANSPIRATION FUNCTION
I F( IQT.LT.1) GC TC 36C
V G LEVEL 21 LNKB DATE - 74186 17/44/00


















QW(N ) = QW(N)-CTRAN(N)-CEVA(N)
RSW=RSW + CW(N )/XP
RSG = RSG + QG(N)/XP
AAAA=AAAA+CW(N)*DT




IF (PGCBV.EQ.C.I GC TC 380
IF (SUMMM.EQ.C. ) GO TC 38C
DO 370 ICC=1,NX







QC22= .01*PGCBV*GCTR(N ) ♦(QCTR(NXF)/SUMMM-QCTR(NXF)/(SUMMM*OENAMI») 
QC23=-.C1*PGCBV»QCTR(K)*ACUM2
IF (NBUG.LT.(-1)» GC TC 390
WRITE (6,630) X ( N ) , FKEY (N > , QW (N ) ,QG (N ) , PW IN (N ) , PG IN < N ) , QEVA ( N ) ,QTR 
1AN(N ) ,QWF,QTRANT,DMWX(N),RTDEN(N),PW(N),PWA(N),QC3,QC5,QC9,QC11,H( 
2N),CC20,QC21,CC22,CCTR(N ) ,SUMPM,SUMNN,ANUMER ,DENAMI,SRESUL,ANODEN, 
3QC23,ACUMO,ACUM1♦ACLM2,AANUME,DONAM I
CALC. THE COEFICIENT CF DIFFERENCE EQ.
CONT INUE








C(7,N ) = 0MGX(MBX)/0Xl
C(8,N)=—TPT*RGA*BS(LAY ER,NKK)
C(9,N)=—OMGXIN)/DX2






R$WS = RSVS + RSW
RSGA=RSGA+ ABS(RSG)
RSWA=RSWA+ ABS(RSW)





















C<3,N)=C(3 , N)*QC3/XP+GC21/XP 
C(5,N)=C(5,N»*0C5/XF+CC22/XP
C(9,N)-C(9,N)+CC9/XF
C( 11 ,N )=C < 11 ,N )*GC 11/XP
LOCATE THE LCCATICN CF MAX. RESICUALS
IF (AES(GRESW)«LT• ABS(RSW)) MAXW=NCC 
IF (AeS(GRESW).LT. AeS(RSk)) GRESW=RSW 
IF <ABS(GRESG ).LT. ABS(RSGI) MAXG=NCC 
IF <ABS<GRESG).LT• ABS<RSG)) GRESG=RSG 
IF (NCC.NE.1J GC TC 420
C(5,N)=C<5,NI+C(1,N) 
C(l,N)=0.0
IF (C(3,N).EQ.0.0» GC TO 410
0 D= 1. C / C ( 3 , N ) 
C(3,N)=1.0
C<4,N)=C(4,N)*DD 
C(5,N ) = C(5,N ) *DD 
C<6 ,N)=C<6,N)*DD
CONT INUE
C < 11, N )=C(11,N)+C<7 , N)
C(7,N)=0.0
GO TO 480
IF (NCC.NE.NX) GC TC 440





IF (N.NE.l) GC TC 430
WRITE (6,660) N,N,(C(I,N) ,1 = 1,12)
CCNTINUE
IF (C(1 ,K ).EG.O.O) GO TC 450
C (2,N )=—C < 4,NXB)*C<1,N)
C (3 ,N ) =C ( 3,N )—C (5,NXB)*C <1,N)
C ( 6 , N ) =C ( 6 , N ) —C ( 6 ,N X 8 ) *C ( 1 , N ) 
C(1,M=C.O
IF (C(2,N).EC .0.0 ) GC TO 460 
C ( 3,N ) =C ( 3, N )-C (10,NXB )*C <2 ,N1
C (6 , N ) =C ( 6 , N )-C (12, N XB )*C (2 ,N ) 
C(2,N)=0.0





IF (C(7,N).EQ.0.0) GC TC 480
C ( 8 , N)=C(8,N) —C(10,NXB )«C <7,N) 
C(9,N)=C(9,N)—C<11,NXB)*C(7,N)
C( 12,N)=C(12,N)-C(12,KXB)*C(7 ,N) 
C(7,N)=0.0
IF (C(8,N).EG.0.0 ) GC TC 490 
C ( 9 , N )=C ( 9 , N )-C ( 4 , N ) *C ( 8 , N )
V G LEVEL 21 LNKB DATE = 74186 17/44/00


























C( 10,N)=C( 10,N)—C(5,N)*C(8 ,N)
C(12,N)=C(12,N)—C(6,N)*C(8,N )
C(8,M=0.0






IF (NCC.GT.NBUC- ) GO TC 510
WRITE (6,660) N , N , ( C (I ,N ) , I = 1,12 ) 
CONT INUE
CCNTINUE
8AC SOLUTION ( THCMAS M6THCD)
NA=NX
NL=NX




PGB(Nrr«C(12,N L)—C (10,NL) *PWB(NL + 1)-C < PT, NL )*PG37NL♦1> 
PWB(NL)=C(6,NL )-C(4,NL)*PGB(NL)-C(5,NL)*PW8(NL+1)
IF ( AeS( EKGM) .LT .ABS (FC-E (NL ) ) ) EKGM=PGB(NL)
IF <ABS(EKWM)•LT.ABS(PSflNCTTF" EKWM=PWB<NL)





IF (NBUG.LT.(C) ) GC TC 570
DO 56C 1=1,NX
LAYER=LAY(I)
IF (RHU.GE.100.) GC TC 550
PPPWA=PGA(I)+37.135*0L0G(.01*RHU)*(460.+STEMP)
IF (PWA( D.LT.PPPWA) PWA(I) = PPPWA
PCC=PGA(I)—PHA(I)
NK K = VP CC-PC I ) /OPC♦ 1.C
IF (NKK.LT.l) NKK=1
IF (NKK.GT.NPCC) NKK=NPCC
IF ((AS(LAYER,NKK )+BS(LAYER,NKK)*PCC).LT.WILPO) LAYER=10
AS(10.NKK)=ASSS
8S(10,NKK)=BSSS
PGB IS USED TEMPORARILY FCR SATURATION
PGB(I)=(AS(LAYER,NKK)+BS(tAYER, NKK)*PCC)*POR(I)



























FORMAT (1H0,16X,1C7HAAAA (1) RESH (2) CCCC (3)
1 Ah (4) EEEE <5> GGGG (2-31/5 ACW (5-2)/3,/,lX
2,8HW• PHASE,4X,7E16.6,/,17X,107HBBBB (1) RESG (2) DO
3DD (3) AG (4) FFFF (5) HHHH (2-31/5 ACG
4(5-2)Z3 ,/, 13H NON W. FHASE,7E16.6)




1 TRANSPI RAT ICN,5X,2HCW,1IX,2HQG,1IX,2HPW,1IX,2HPG,6X,10HSATURATI0 
2N7 IX , 3HFT . , 3X , 3HNC . ,10X,3HPSI ,2lX , EZhLBM/’SC F T-CY44X, 3HPSt, l2X, 1 OH 
3CFT/CFT P.)
FCRMAT (1H , F5.2,IX,F2.0,9(2X,E11.4))
FCRM AT (5H0C(1,,13,5H) TO ,5hC112, ,3 3,1H F, / , 1H0V5E18.6,7,1HO,6 EI8^ 
16)
FCRMAT (1 HO,13,216,9E11.3 )
FORMAT (1H0,5X,25HITER. RESULTS - NTRY,ETC./)
FCRMAT(lF0,120HRESTAR IT OELT TIME ROOT POT. LEAF POT.
1 SUPPLY F. FCT. EVAP EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION CUM.EVAP. CUM.TR
2AN./112F NO. NC. DAY CAY PSI
3 LBM/DY-SO.FT. LBM/)
FORMAT (1HO,59HNO CONVERGENCE AT THIS TIME STEP. GO TO THE NEXT TI 
1ME STEP.)
FCRMAT (1H , F5.0,1X, F4 .0, IX , F7.3 , IX , F10.2, 6( 2X, E10.4 ) )
FORMAT (1H0,5IX,24HMATERIAL BALANCE RESULTS)
FCRMAT(715X,14HTIMEI (SEC) = ,14,5X,14HTI ME2(SEC) = ,I4,5X,14HTIM 
1E3 (SEC) » ,14)
FCRMAT(72X,5FCFECK,10E11.4)
FCRMAT(/110H TIME1.LE.IT SETS FINAL=2. TIME2.LE.ITGQES T092T0S 





S IN EFFECT* NOID,EBCDIC,SOURCE,NCLI ST,NQDECK,LOAD,NQMAP________________
S IN EFFECT* NAME = LAKE , LINECNT = 60
TICS* SCURCE STATEMENTS « 601,PROGRAM SIZE = 24930
TICS* NC DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED ________ ________________________ _ ____________ _
TICS* NC DIAGNOSTICS THS STEP
V G LEVEL 21 LNKB DATE = 74186 . 17744/00
















SUBROUTINE CAPPR ( AN , PCI , C PC , SC AL E , L AY ER , BW , AS , BS , OSW , DI SW , PC ) >
THIS SUBROUTINE FITS SECCNC DEGREE POLY. THROUGH EACH VALUE
OF SW. LSES ThlS PCLY. TC CALCULATE INTERCEPT ANO SLOPE OF 
TANGENT AT THE PCINT.
















ACC = ACC + CSW(LAY ER)
M = 0
M = M+1
IF (M.C-E.N-1 ) GC TC 30
IF (BW(M).GT.ACC) GC TO 20
IF (M.EQ.l) M = 2
IF (N.LT.M+1) M = N—1
AM=M—2











IF (JJ.LE.l) GC TC 40
BS ( LAY ER,J) = (BW(JJ)-BW(JJ-1 ) ) /CPC










WRITE (6,60) PCC,AS(LAY ER,J),BS(LAYER,J)
RETLRN
FORMAT (1H .6F10.6)
FORMAT (1H1,31H WATER SATURATION (CFT/CFT P.))
V G LEVEL 21 CAPPP DATE - 74186 17/44/00
80 FORMAT (1HC,1CKAP. PRESS,3X,2HAS,8X,2HBS>
END
S IN EFFECT* NC I D , EBCC IC,SCURCE,NCL1ST,NOCECK,LOAD,NOMAP
S IN EFFECT* NAME - CAPPR , LINECNT = 60
TICS *______ S CUR CE STATEMENTS =____________52,PROGRAM SIZE =_______ 2076________ ___________________________
TICS* NC DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED
35 -
V G LEVEL 21 TAB DATE 74186 17744/00
S I N EFF ECT* NC IC,E BCDIC,SOURCE,NCLTST7N00ECK,LOAD,NOMAP 
S IN EFFECT* NAME ■ TAB , LINECNT = 60
TICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 20,PROGRAM SIZE = 1022












SUBROUTINE TAB (CP,PF,V IS,FIN,PVZA)
THIS SUBROUTINE IS A TABLE LCCK UP WITH LINEAR INTERPOLATION
OP INCREMENT IK THE INCEPENOENT VARIABLE
PF INITIAL VALUE CF INCEPENOENT VARIABLE
VIS CEPENDENT VARIABLE ARRAY - SPACED AT EQUAL INCREMENTS DP
PIN VALUE OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE AT WHICH PARTICULAR VIS WANTED 






IF (I.GT.500.OR.I.LT.(-99999)) GO TO 10
IF (I.GT.500) PVZA«VIS(5001
IF (I.LT.l) PVZA=VIS(1)






WRITE (6,20) OP,FIN,PF,V IS(1) ,PFF,V IS(100)
STOP
FCRMATC4TH1RECIJESTTKG~VALUENOTWITHIN TABLERANGE ,/,TIHARG. DEL 




Input Data and Program Parameters
37
♦♦♦♦CONTINUOUS SYSTEM MODELING PROGRAM****
♦♦♦ VERSION 1.3 *♦*
CONSTANT ZERO=1.E—36,Y1=1.9155E 8,Y2=l.0027E-1,Y3=5.1010E-3


































ARI XI P2 AR2 X2 P3 AR3 X3 RK1
RK3_______ ___________________________________________________________________;_______________________
rs INPUTS PARAMS INTEGS + MEM BLKS FORTRAN DATA CDS






RESTART* 0.0 FINAL* 0.0 P0FLAW*-225.00000
AKXMU IS PERM MULTIPLIER FCR EASY FERM CHANGE
AKXMU* 1.00000 ESTAR* LCOC.OAtRKG = 0.4200WILP* 0.1500 ” ~ ------ -------------------------------------- -------
WRITE CCNTRCL(NBUG)* -4 IT * 20 INSW « OITAPE * 1 tOUPT* 2 ICT* 1 100* 1
MAX DEL T= 15.00 PLANT CCNCUCTIVITY=O.14400 HEIGHT OF LEAVES FROM A OATUM PLANE*, 20.00 AIR-LEAF EVAP*COEF.*3.00000 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































82.214844 69.862061 57.509277 45.156738 40.241013 37.627686 35.774796 33.921906
32.141113 31.3C8029 30.381592 29.455109 “28.528687 27.604031“ 2 V.106360“ “26.526230 25.900821 757307614
24.961090 24.558380 24.178268 23.833466 23.501099 23.183121 22.884399 22.607162 22.357788 22.131958
21.925672 21.750931 21.594513 21.414581 21.242844 21.079361 20.924072 20.777023 20.638199 20.507599
20.305223 20.271072“ 20.165146 “70.661444“ 19.977051 107895698 10.823660 107758865------19.702286 19.653931
19.613800 19.581894 19.558197 19.542740 19.535507 19.536499 19.545715 19.563156 19.588821 19.622696





ZU • lUO'i C *1
18.103378 17.801102 17.479919
1 • OClOJ£ V
17.112961 16.663513 16.165710 15.702484
15.239258 14.689453 14.044189 13.292480 12.500595 11.613281 8.358154 0.062500 0.926941 0.000595
RlNBEP OF GRIO POINTS,NX » 10
K(X) LAY POR WAT . PR.GAS. PR . WAT. SAT. TH DEPTH XLOC OW or, PWIN PGIN PKEY R.OEN
CARC NO . PRC. PSI CFT/CFT P. FT FT FT LBM/DY**2-HR PSI NO. FT/CFT
0.864 1 0.500 -5 «676 #70C ©775© I .000 0.0 0* U 0*0 0.0 "070 14.700 57000* 15.400
0.864 1 C.500 -5 .678 14.701 0.150 1 .000 -1.000 1.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.000 15.300
0.864 1 0.500 -5 .677 14.701 C.150 1 .000 -2.000 2.000 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.000 11.500
0.684 1 0.500 -5tbi i 14 • ruz 0.750 1.000 -3.000 3.000 0. u u* u 0.0 0.0 1.000 11.500
0.864 1 0.500 -5 .676 14.702 0.750 1 .000 -4.000 4.000 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.000 7.700
0.864 1 0.500 -5 .676 14.703 C.750 1 .000 -5.000 5.000 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.000 7.700
r "0.864 T” “0.508 -5 .675 14.703 0*750 T.000 -6.000 6.ogo ©;0 070~~ 070" 070“ 1*000 —3.800
0.864 1 0.500 -5 .675 14.704 C.75O 1 .000 -7.000 7.000 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0*0 1.000 3.800* 0.864 1 0.500 -5 .674 14.704 0.750 1 .000 -8.000 8.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.000 1.000
n C.E64 1 0.500 -5 .674 147705 0.750 T .00© -9.000 07800 07© 070 070 070 4.000 0.500i RELATIVE PERMEABILITY WATER
0.000001 0.000001 O.COOCCl 0.000014 0.000171 0.000447 0.000852 0.001407 0.002089 0.002877;
0.003712 0.004573 0.©05440 Q «UU63 Z1 0•UUBZUB 0•0u9 3 Jo 0*010783 0*012930 0*01Z930j
( 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 C.C12930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930
0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930
0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 U*U1Z*J JU UaUlZ'/JU U*UIZ*^JU U* U1Z*# JU
0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930
0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 C.C12930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930
0.012930 0.012930 u«0127JU U»U1Z9JU U*U1ZVJU 0*012730 0*01Z930 0*012930 0*012930
0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.612930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930 0.012930




0.970000 0.940000 0.910000 C.6250C0 0.700000 0.575000 0.450000 0.325000 0.200000 0.090000
0.050000 0.032500 0.022500 C.C16000 0.012000 0.010000 0.007500 0.005000 0.000500 0.000500
0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500
0.000500 0.000500 “0.000500 “C7C0050© 0.000500 0.000500 U* UUU5UU 0*000500 0*000500 “0.00050©“
0.000500 0.000500 0.C005C0 O.CC0500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500
0.000500 0.000500 0.C005C0 C.CC0500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500
0.000500 “0.C00500 “©.C0O500 "07000500 0.00050© 0*000500 U•UUU5UU 0*000500 0*000500 0*U0u“uu
0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500
0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 C.C005C0 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500
0.000500 0.000500 “©.“000500 0.000500 0.000500 ©.©8050© 0.0005©© 0.000500“ "0.000500 “0.000500
AIR TEMP., (FAHRENHEIT)
600.000000 30.CCOOOO 0.0
45.250000 48. ©00000 55.54098S 837700000 717449997“ 00.009001 82.949997 82.399994 75.899994 65.250000
52.949997 46.149994 45.250000 48.000000 53.549988 63.799988 71.449997 80.19999? 82.949997 82.399994
75.899994 65.250000 52.949997 46.149994 45.250000 48.000000 53.549988 63.799988 71.449997 80.099991
82.949557 82.399904 75.809994 “85.25CO0O 52.04900? 46.140094 45.25000© 48.000000 53.549980 63.799988
71.445557 80.199997 82.949997 82.399994 75.899994 65.250000 52.949997 46.149994 45.250000 48.000000
53.549988 63.799988 71.449997 80.099991 82.949997 82.399994 75.899994 65.250000 52.949997 46.149994
45.250000 48.“000000 53.149088 “63.799088 71.44900? 80.100007 82.94009?827300004 75.899994 65.250000
52.949957 46.149994 45.250000 48.COOOOO 53.549988 63.799988 71.449997 80.099991 82.949997 82*399994
2 75.899994 65.250000 52.949997 46.149994 45.25C000 48.000000 53.549988 63.799988 71.449997 80.199997
82.949957 82.390994 15.899994 65.250000 52.04990? 46.149094 45.250000 48.000000 53.549988 63.799988
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3.C8C000 2.679999 4.440000 5.259999 5.469999 4.750000 5.6609VO s.uuouuu
4.790000 3.080000 3.C80CCC 2.679999 4.440000 5.259999 5.469999 4.750000 5.660000 5.000000
47549999 3.259999 4.79COC0 3.C80O00 3.580000 2*679999 4.440000 "57259999 5.469999------ 4.750000
5.66C000 5.000000 4.549999 3.259999 4.790000 3.080000 3.080000 2.679999 4.440000 5.259999
MTPY TSTEP
4C0.CCC000 5.000000 -- - ... .
ITERATION PARAMETERS - HK
l.CCCOOC 0.500000 0.25000C C.125000 0.062500
convergence criteria —--------------------------------------------- —
TOLW TOLG PMCHW FMCHG
0.0360 0.0360 0.0360 C.0360
TtLw VMAX" WAT PhASFRESTC TOlC TGVAxGASWSGFRESTD----------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- -----------
PMCHW * MAX CHANGE IN WAT PHASE PRESS PMCHG « MAX CHANGE IN GAS PHASE PRESS ALLOWED
CELTA TIME(DT) = 0.1000 MAX TIME = 18CCC.00 TINA ’ 100.00 TIMB » 999.00 TIMC ” 15.00
TIMA" SETS TIME LIMIT fCR Ct TC BE CLtMAX, TIM8 SETTIHELIMIT FOR "ff0" TU_BE TTHC. ' ~
EASONAL TRANSPIRATION FUNCTION CONSTANTS, CTA=> 1.4000 QTB> 2.0000 QTC» 0.6800
RAINACE FUNCTION CONSTANT, CDC« 1.0000 _______________________ ___ _____ _______ ___________________ ■/______________ _ ___________
RESTAR IT DELT TIME ROOT PCT. LEAF PCT. SUPPLY F. POT. EVAP EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION CUM.EVAP. CUM.TRAN.
NO.___ N_C._CAY________CAY_______________ PSI________________________________LBM/OY-SQ.FT.________________________________________LBM____________________
0. C. 0.100 C.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MATERIAL BALANCE RESULTS
AAAA (1) RESH (2) CCCC <31 AW (4) EEEE (51 GGGG (2-31/5 ACW (5-21/3
W. PHASE 0.0 O.21535SD 03 0.0 kzissbo o’ 0.2153550 03-------0.100000D 01 IT.0
pees id RESG (21 DODO (31 AG (41 FFFF (51 HHHH (2-31/5 ACG (5-21/3
NON W. PHASE 0.0 1 0.7729750-01 0.0 0.7729750-01 0.7729750-01 0.1000000 01 0 .0
XLCC PKEY PWIN PCIN EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION QW OG PW PG SATURATION |
FT. NO. PSI LBM/SO FT-OY PSI CFT/CFT P.
C.O 5. 0.0 0.14700 02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.56780 01 0.14700020.7685000
1.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.5678D 01 0.1470D 02 0.76850 00
2.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.56770 01 0.1470D 02 0.76850 00
3.00 1. C.O O.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 IT.O ^0.55770 01 0.147(50 02 0.76850 00
4.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.56760 01 0.1470D 02 0.7685D 00
5.CC 1. 0.0 O.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.56760 01 0.1470D 02 0.76850 00
6.00 1. 0.0 C.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ^0.56750 01 -----0.14700 U2 0776850 “00
7.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.56750 01 0.1470D 02 0.76850 00
8.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.56740 01 0.14700 02 0.76850 00
9.00 4. 0.0 O.C 0.0 oiir 0.0 0.0 -0.56740010714700 02 0.7685D 00
RESTAR IT CELT TIME ROOT PCT. LEAF POT. SUPPLY F. POT. EVAP EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION CUM.EVAP. CUM.TRAN. 
NO. NO. TTY “DAY PSI LBP7DY-S0. FT . LBM
1. 4. 0.110 0.11___ -.7049E 01 -.7470E 01 0.3082E 02 0.U78E 01 0.8515E-02 0.5763E-01 0.9367E-03 0.6340E-02
2. 3. o;i2T a.23 ''-.7022F Or -77443E 01 0.30B3E 02 D.1178E' 01“ O.B5I5F-02 0.5763E-010.I967E-02 0.133IE-0I
_________________ MATERIAL BALANCE RESULTS
AAAA (11 RESH (2) CCCC (31 AW (41 EEEE (51 GGGG (2-31/5 ACW (5-21/3
W. PHASE 0.100801D CO 0.2155400 03 0.1924630 00 0.2153470 03 0.2153550 03 0.9999630 00 -0.958353D 00
BeRB (D ■ RESG (21 0000 <31 AG 141 FFFF <51 HHHH (2-3)75 ACG <5-21/3
NON W. PHASE -0.7335160-C4 0.7721470-01 -0.1131380 -03 0.7732790- 01 0.7729750-01 0.1000390 01 -0.73U68D 00
XLCC PKEY PWIN PC IN EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION ON
! FT. NC. PSI LBM/SC FT-0Y
I C.O 5. 0.0 0.14700 02 0.E515D-02 0.65190-01 0.87240 00
1.00 1. C.O 0.00.0 0.75020-01 -0.75020-01
00 PW PG SATURATION
PSI CFT/CFT P.
-0.57360-03 -0.53890 01 0.14790 02 0.78050 00
0.0 -O.5627O 0I 0.14760 02 0.76800 00*“




PSI L6MA0Y-S0.FT l r»f*>
RtSTAR IT UtLr fine
NC. NG. CAY CAY
51. 3. 15.000 150.62 -.677SE01 -.I3l6l"02 0.3O83T 02 0.8612E 000.6460E-02 0.8726E 00 0.1517E 01 0.I063E 03
52. 3. 15.000 165.62 -.6849E 01 -.1292E 02 0.3080E 02 0.8133E 00 0.6146E-02 0.8298E 00 0.1609E 01 0.1187E 03
MATERIAL BALANCE RESULTS
AAAA II) RESW (21 CCCC (3) AW (4) EEEE (5) GGGG (2-31/5 ACW (5-21/3
W. PHASE -0.4043720 Cl 0.2162960 03 -0.5970720 01 0.2272660 01 “072ITOWW 0.1032090 01 “0.157501D 00
pees id RESG (2) 0000 (3) AG (4) FFFF (5) HHHH (2-31/5 ACG (5-21/3
NCN W. PHASE 0.171'4420-02 0.774294C-■Cl 0.1402910-01 0.6340030-01 0.7729750-01 0.8202120 00 -0.9403790-02











RESH 121 CCCC 13)
^72200300 03 -0.2616970 0(F
RESG 12) 0000 13)
AW 14) EEEE 15) GGGG <2-3>/5 ACW (5-21/3
0.220292003------0.2153550 03---------0.1022920 01--------0.1706250 02




0.0 5. 0.0 0.14700 02 0.6146C-02 0.54890 00 0.88520-02 -0.81110-03 " -0.6077D01 0.14700 02 0.68320 00
1.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10280 00 -0.10280 00 0.0 -0.6329D 01 0.14740 02 - 0.5951D 00
2.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.47960-01 -0.47960-01 0.0 -0.59530 01 0.14780 02 0.69570 00
3.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.29420-01 -0.29420-01 070 -0.5549D0I 0714850 02 0.76720 00
4.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.22720-01 -0.22720-01 0.0 -0.5116D 01 0.14940 02 0.78810 00
5.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2674D-01 -0.26740-01 0.0 -0.46810 01 0.1503D 02 0.8087D 00
6.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.17670-01 -0.17670-01 0.0 -0.4242cror O.I5I3D 02 “0.82730 00
7.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.21590-01 -0.21590-01 0.0 -0.38020 01 0.15250 02 0.8394D 00
8.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.91290-02 -0.91290-02 0.0 -0.33410 01 0.15370 02 0.8519D 00
5.00 4. -0.6759C 01 0.15500 02 0.0 0.29700-02 -0.44940-03 0.92540-0T-0.28840 01 0.15510 02 U. 86390 OU
T1ME1. lje. IT SETS FINAL=2. TIME2.LE.1T GCES TC 92 TO SET FINAL"2. TIME3 GIVES TIME LEFT AFTER TAPE IS WRITTEN.
TIME1 (SEC) « 144 TIME2 (SEC) - 144 TIME3 tSEC) *' 143
RESTAR IT OELT TIME RCOT PCT. LEAF PCT . SUPPLY F. POT. EVAP EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION CUM.EVAP. CUM .TRAN. 1
NC. NC . CAY CAY PSI LBM/OY-SO.FT. LBM
r 53. 2 . 15.00C 180.62 -.68496 01 1168E 02 0.3078E 02 0.6314E 00 0.4898E-020.6606E00O.I6R2EUI “O.1287FU3"
54. 4 . 15.000 195.62 -.6703E 01 1C24E 02 0.3080E 02 0.4408E 00 0.3590E--02 0.4833E 00 0.1736E 01 0.1359E 03
MATERIAL BALANCE RESULTS
NCN W. PHASE -0.885249C-03 0.729714C- Cl C.1304310-01 0.5992830- 01 0.7729750-01 C .7752940 00 0 .3316760 00
XLCC PKEY PWIN PCIN EVAPCRATICN TRANSPIRATION QW OG PW PG SATURATION
FT. NC. PSI LBM/SO FT-CY PSI CFT/CFT
0.0 5. 0.0 0.1470D 02 0.3590C-02 0.69500 00 0.12990 00 -0.98360-03 -0.5702001 0.14700 02 O.7670(T00
1.00 1. C•0 0.0 0.0 0.58920-02 -0.58920-02 0.0 -0.62450 01 0.14750 02 0.6185D 00
2.00 1. 0«0 C•C 0*0 -C. 56400-01 0.56400-01 0.0 -0.58770 01 0.14780 02 0.71740 00
3.00 1. o.o oTo oTo -C.40020-01 0.40020-01 o.o......... =0.54130 01 “" O.T4B5U 02 0.77530 00
4.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.30320-01 0.30320-01 0.0 -0.49830 01 0.14940 02 0.79580 00
5.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.34310-01 0.3431D-01 0.0 -0.4552D 01 0.15040 02 0.81600 00
6.00 1 • 0.0 0.0“ 0.0 -0.21110-01 0.2II10-01 0.0 -0.4I25U or U;i5I4U 02 U.83I4U 00
7.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.24270-01 0.24270-01 0.0 -0.3698D 01 0.15260 02 0.84300 00
8.00 1. 0.0 O.C 0.0 -0.87510-02 0.8751D-02 0.0 -0.3287D 01 0.15380 02 0.85380 00
9.00 4. - 0.67770 01 0.i550D 02 0.0 “ -0.24320-02 0.17570-02 0.92460=03 -0.28670 01 0.15510 02 0.86450 00
TI ME 1. LE.I1 SETS FINAL=2. TIME2.LE.IT GOES TC S2 TO SET FINAL" 2. TIME3 GIVES TIME LEFT AFTER TAPE IS WRITTEN.
TIME1 (SEC) = 143 TIME? (SEC) = 143 TI ME3 (SEC) = 140




AC. AC. CAY CAY ps 1
55. 2. 15.000 210.62 -.6643E 01 -.9854E 01 0.3084E 02 0.3999E 00 0.3263E-02 0.4392E 00 0.1785E 01 0.1425E 03
f 56. 2.15.000 225.62 -.6610E 01 -.’9529E 01 0.3O85E 02 0.3630E 00 0.2966E-02 0.3994E 00’ '07I125FUI 0.1485F 03
I _______________ __________ MATER IAL BALANCE RESULTS___________ ________________________________
AAAA III RFSW (21 CCCC <31 AW (4) EEEE (5) GGGG (2-31/5 ACW (5-21/3
W. PHASE 0.1889300 01 0.2221600 C3 0.506756D 01 0.2170930 03 0.2153550 03 0.1008070 01 -0.1342860 01
PP8P (11 RESC T2» 0000 (3) AG 141 fFFF (51 UHHH (2-31/5 ACC (5-21/3
ACK W. PFASE O.15E772D-C2 C.704CE20-C1 0.1544740-01 0.5496080-01 0.7729750-01 0.7110290 00 0.445983D 00
XLCC PKEY PWlN PGIN EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION OW OG PW PG SATURATION
FT. NC. PSI L8F/SQ FT-OY PSI CFT/CFT P.
0.0 5. 0.0 0.14700 02 0.2966C-02 0.50560 00 0.24240-01 -0.78510-03 -0.59410 01 0.1470D 02 0.72400 00
1.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1822D-01 -0.18220-01 0.0 -0.61480 01 0.14750 02 0.64760 00
2.00 1. 0.0 0.0 C.O -0.28370-01 0.28370-01 0.0 -0.57610 01 0.14790 02 0.75070 00
3.00 1. C.O 0.0 0.0 -0.14790-01 0.1479D-01 0.0 -0.53140 01 0.14860 02 0.78080 00
4.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.14660-01 0.14660-01 070 -0.48840 ©I 0.14940 02 0.80160 00
5.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.18480-01 0.18480-01 0.0 -0.44530 01 0.15040 02 0.82180 00
6.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.14480-01 0.1448D-01 0.0 -0.4028D 01 0.15140 02 0.83490 00
7.00 1. 0.0 0.0“ 0.0 -0.19580-01 U•1^5 U1 0.15260 02 0.84640 00
8.CO 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.10290-01 0.10290-01 0.0 -0.32110 01 0.15380 02 0.85650 00
9.00 4. -•0.67230 01 0.15500 02 0.0 -0.37270-02 -0.73140-03 0.89090-03 -0.2814D 01 0.15510 02 0.86610 00
TIF El. LE.IT SETS FINAL =2. TIME2.LE. IT GOES TO 92 TO SET FINAL* 2. TIME3 GIVES TIME LEFT AFTER TAPE tS WRITTEN.
TIME 1 (SEC) « 139 TIME2 (SEC) • 139 TIME3 (SEC) ’ 138
RESTAR IT CELT TIME ROOT PCT. LEAF POT. SUPPLY F. POT. EVAP EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION CUM.EVAP. CUM.TRAN.
NC. NC. CAY CAY PSI LBM/OY-SQ. FT. LBM
57. 2. 15.000 240.62 -.6573E 01 -.8954E 01 0.3C86E 02 O.2877E 00 0.2421E-02 0.3257E 00 0.1866E 01 0.1534E 03
58. 3. 15.000 255.62 -.64856 01 -.82ilE 010.3088E02 (T.2288EOO 0.1993E-02 0.236IE 00 0.1896E 01 “7T.I569E 03
_______________________ MATER IAL BALANCE ^RESULTS
AAAA (1) RESW (21 CCCC (31 AW (4) EEEE (51 GGGG (2-31/5 ACW (5-21/3
W. PHASE 0.4324710 01 0.225272C 03 0.1238310 02 0.2128890 03 0.2153550 03 0.9885460 00 -0.8007950 00
1















XLOC PKEY PWIN PGIN EVAPCRAT1CA TRANSPIRATION QW OG - - ps pg SATURATION
FT. AC. PSI L8M/S0 FT-OY PSI CFT/CFT P.
C.O 5. 0.0 0.14700 02 C.1993C-02 0.42630 00 0.10450 00 -0.75420-03 -0.5786D 01 0.1470D 02 0.76200 00
1 1.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.12240-02 0.1224D-02 0.0 -0.60330 01 0.14750 02 0.68100 OO
l 2.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.30300-01 0.30300-01 0.0 -0.56220 01 0.14800 02 0.76600 00
1 3.00 1. 0.0 ,0.0 0.0 -0.32890-01 0.32890-01 0.0 -0.51900 01 0.14870 02 0.7876D 00
4.0C 1. 0.0 C.C 0.0 -0.27660-01 0.27660-01 0.0 -0.47620 01“ 0.14950 02 0.80840 00
5.CO 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.31890-01 0.31890-01 0.0 -0.43310 01 0.15050 02 0.8273D 00
6.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.21390-01 0.2139D-01 0.0 -0.39UD 01 0.15150 02 0.83910 00
: 7.oo 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -C. 27410-01 0.27410-01 - 0.0 -0.34920 or 0.15260 02 " 0.85040 00 “
1 e.oc 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.12800-01 0.12800-01 0.0 -0.31080 01 0.15380 02 0.86020 00
| 9.00 4. -■0.66440 01 0.15500 02 0.0 -0.46330-02 -0.17020-02 0.86800-03 -0.27230 01 0.15510 02 0.86860 00
TIME1..LE.IT SETS FINAL*2. TIFE2.LE. IT GOES 1C 92 TO SET FINAL* 2. TIME3 GIVES TIME LEFT AFTER TAPE IS WRITTEN.
TIME1 (SECI = 138 TIME? (SECI = 138 TIMES (SECI « 135
iRFSTAR IT CELT TIME RCOT PCT. LEAF PCT. SUPPLY F. POT. EVAP EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION CUM.EVAP. CUM.TRAN. 
AC. AC. CAY CAY PSI LBM/OY-SO.FT. LB*
I 51 ‘
59. 7. 15.000 270.62 -.6350E 01 -.7991E 01 0.309ZE 02 0.60Zae oo o.*„Qt-oz u.zz->-.t
60. 18. 15.000______ 285.62__ -.5t57E 01-.6181E 01 0.3101E 02 0.8882E 00 0.6569E-02 0.4441E-01 0.2063E 01 0U609E 03
MATERIAL BALANCE RESULTS
AAAA (11 RESW (21 CCCC (31 AW (41 EEEE (51 GGGG (2-31/5 ACW (5-21/3
V. PHASE 0.6029460 01 0. 233099C 03 0.2232140 02 0.2107780 03 0.2153550 03 0.9787450 00 -0 .7949290 00
8PBB (11 RE SG (21 0000 (31 AG (41 FFFF (51 HHHH (2-31/5 ACG (5-21/3
NCN W. PHASE 0.493442C-02 0. £748490- Cl 0.1287770-01 0.446072D-01 0.7729750-01 0.5770850 00 0.1538510 01
XLCC PKEY PWIN PGIN EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION QH OG PW PG SATURATION
FT. NC. PSI LBF/SO FT-OY PSI CFT/CFT P.---------- ............. . ' “
C.O 5. 0.0 0.14700 02 0.656GC-02 0.11310 00 0.3439D 00 -0.10710-02 -0.31750 01 0.1471D 02 0.8T82D 00
1.0C 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.23210-01 -0.23210-01 0.0 -0.50750 01 0.14800 02 0.79910 00
r 2.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.10080-01 0-ioObo-oi ~~0.0 -0.51520 01----- 0.14860 02" 0.79040 00 ■ _ ----------------
3.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0*19690-01 0.19690-01 0.0 -0.48660 01 0.14940 02 0.80310 00
4.00 1. 0.0 O.C 0.0 -0.1650D-01 0.16500-01 0.0 -0.44940 01 0.15020 02 0.82070 00
5.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.18300-01 07183750-01 0.0 —-0.40840 01 -IKTSnC 02 ~ 0.83430 00
6.CO 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.10450-01 0.10450-01 0.0 -0.37020 01 0.15200 02 0.84500 00
7.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1202D-01 0.12020-01 0.0 -0.33230 01 0.15300 02 0.8553D 00
8.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.37960-02 0.37960^02 0.0 -0.29750 01 0.15410 02 TJ.B64ZU" OU
9.00 4. -0.65140 01 0.15510 02 0.0 -0.10980-02 -0.95260-02 0.74170-03 -0.26210 01 0.1552D 02 0.8711D 00
TIME1.LE. IT SETS FINAL=2 . TIME2. LE .IT GOES TC sZToSETF Inal « z.TfMt3GIVESTlMELEFTAFTERTJPFISVRTTTEN.-------- ....„
__________________TIME1 (SEO * 132 TIME2 (SEC) » 132___ TIME 3 (SEC) = 126 ___________________________________________________________
RESTAR IT CELT TIME RCCT POT. LEAF PCT* SUPPLY F. POT. EVAP EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION CUN.EVAP. CUM.TRAN.
NC. _ NO. CAY CAY_______________ PSI____________ ____________________LBM/DY-SQ.FT.________________________ __ __________ LBM______
1
61. 23. 15.000 300.62 -.4e44E 01 -.52C8E 01 0.3120E 02 0.1006E 01 0.7372E-02 0.4986E-01 0.2174E 01 0.1617E 03
_ 62• _115.000 315.62 -.3567E 01 -.4357E 01 0.3137E 02 0.1083E 01 0.7883E-02 0.5332E-01 0.2292E 01 0.1625E03
MATERIAL balance results
-------RESWI2) CCCC"T3T AW<4j EEEETS) GGGG(2-3T75 ACWI5-2J73
W. PEASE 0.7584570 Cl 0.245382D C3 0.3803760 02 0.2073450 03 0.2153550 03 0.9628020 00 -0.7893980 00
BFFB (II RESG (21 0000 (31 AG (41 FFFF (5| HHHH (2-31/5 ACG (5-21/3
[NCN W. PHASE -0.441952C-C2 0.429135C-01 CnfUnH? 0.4097230-01 0.7729750-01------0.5300600 OCT------- 071771310 02
| XLCC
FKEY PWIN PC-IN EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION QW QG PW PG
, )
SATURATION
FT. NC. PSI LBM/SO FT-OY PSI ' CFT/CFT P.
0.0 5. 0.0 0.14700 02 0.7883C-02 0.20910 00 0.39050 00 -0.83640-03 -0.48810 00 0.14700 02 0.9337D 00 )
1.00
T 2.00’
1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10810 00 -0.1081D 00 0.0 -0.24310 01 0.1488D 02 0.89410 00
1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.87450-02 0.87450-02 0.0 -0.32OIO0I 571499002 0.86970 00





0.0 0.0 -0.49270-01 0.49270-01 0.0 -0.32600 01 0.15160 02 0.86280 00 !
1. 0.0 0.0 -0.60350-01 0.60350-01 0.0 -0.30350"01 0.15240 02 0.86740 00
6.CO 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.36170-01 0.36170-01 0.0 -0.28400 01 0.15320 02 0.87C5D 00
7.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.42370-01 0.4237D-01 0.0 -0.26240 01 0.15400 02 0.87430 00
, : 8.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.13360-01 0.13360-01 0.0 -0.2504001 - 0.15480 02 0.87530 00 --------
. J 9.00i i 4. --0.6261C 01 O.1556D 02 C.O -0.38700-02 -0.36730-01 0.5418D-03 -0.23640 01 0.15570 02 0.87680 00
TiMEi. LE.iT SETS FINAL=2. TIME2.LE. IFGCE’S TC 92 TO SEf FINAL = 2. TIMES GIVES TIME LEFT AFTER TAPE IS WRITTEN.
...........        _ i
T1ME1 (SECI » 126 TIME2 (SECI = 126 TI ME3 (SECI = 110
iRESTAR; it CELT TIME RCCT FCT. LEAF PCT. SUPPLY F. POT. EVAP EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION CUM.EVAP. CUM .TRAN. (
; 1 NO. NC . CAY CAY PSI _________________________ LBM/OY-SQ. FT. LBM 1
! 52 I
64. 20. 15.000 345.82 -.2565E 01 2688E 01 0.31628 02 0.8952E 00 0.6529E-02 0.4417E-01 0.Z496E 01 0.1639E 03
MATERIAL BALANCE RESULTS
AAAA (1) RESW (2) CCCC (3» AW (4) EEEE (5) GGGG <2—31/5 ACW (5-21/3
V. PEASE 0.6273280 Cl 0.2533250 C3 0.5094470 02 0.2023800 03 0.2153550 63 0.939751000 “ Hi.7453146 00
Rfff> (1) RESC, (2) 0000 (3) AG (4) FFFF (5) HHHH (2-31/5 ACG (5-21/3
NCN W. PHASE -0.2809610-C2 C.233338O-C1 -0.4040270-02 0.3737410-01 0.7729750-01 0.4835100 00 -0.108814D 02
KATEffUL 'BALANCE RESULTS
AAAA (1) RESW (2) CCCC (3) AW (4) EEEE <5» GGGG <2-31/5 ACW (5-21/3
W. PHASE 0.4642880 Cl 0.2568826 03 0.6047730 02 071964056'03 0.2153550 03 0.9120030 00-0.6866500 00
peee (1) RESG (2) OOOD (3) AG <4» FFFF (5) HHHH (2-31/5 ACG (5-21/3
NCN W. PHASE -0.604483C-C3 0.2900200-C1 -0.5614600-02 0.3461660-01 0.7729750-01 1.4478360 00 -0.8601770 01
XLCC PREY PWIN PGIN EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION ow OG PW PG saturation
FT. NC. PSI LBM/SO FT-DY PSI CFT/CFT P.
c.o 5. 0.0 0.14700 02 0.8523C-02 0.17470 00 0.30900 00 -0.41490-03 0.7330D 00 0714tod 02 0.95080 00
1.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.11710 00 -0.11710 00 0.0 -0.49500 00 0.14950 02 0.92890 00
2.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.15150-01 -0.15150-01 0.0 -0.84920 00 0.15090 02 0.91990 00
r3.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.26920-01 0.26926-01 0.0 -O.S945S 00 Oil 5200 02 0.01706 00
4.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.38870-01 0.38870-01 0.0 -0.81940 00 0.15300 02 0.91660 00
5.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.59350-01 0.59350-01 0.0 -0.73930 00 0.15390 02 0.91620 00
6.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.41880-01 O.4IS8O-01 "0.0 -0.75680 00“ 0.15490 02 ‘ 0.91426 00
7.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.56390-01 0.56390-01 0.0 -0.85890 00 0.15570 02 0.91070 00
8.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.19740-01 0.19740-01 0.0 -0.11540 01 0.15650 02 0.90380 00
9.60 4. -0.54120 01 0.157 IP 07 C.JT -C.62010-02 -0.1I04D 00 0.37460-03 -0.14990 or 0.1573D 02 0.89600 00
j TIMEl.LE. IT SETS FINAL=2. T IME2.LE. IT_ GCES TC 92 TO SET FINAL-2. TIME3 GIVES TIME LEFT AFTER TAPE IS WRITTEN.
TIME1 (SEC) = ‘6 TIFE2 (SEC) = 96 TIME3 (SEC) = 87
RESTAR IT CELT "TIME .....RCCTPCT. LEAF PCT. SUPPLY F. POT. EVAP EVAPORATIONi TRANSPIRATION CUM.EVAP. CUM.TRAN.
NC. NC. CAY CAY PSI LBM/OY-SO.FT. L8M
I
67. 6. 15.000 390.(2 -.17E7E Cl -.2269E 01 0.3177E 02 0.1348E 01 O.9728E-O2 0.6583E-0I O.2883E 01 O.1665E 03
53
XL CC PKEY PWIN PEIN EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION OM OG PM PG SATURATION
FT. hC. PSt LBM/SO FT-OY PSI CFT/CFT P.
0.0 5. 0.0 0.14700 02 C.6529C-02 0.19460 00 U«35Z3u OU *U»61oiU*U3 0«4<31U 00 U»lN fUU 0.94740 00













0.1505D 02 0.90690 00
0.0 0.15160 U2 O.9023U UO
4.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.47890-01 0.47890-01 0.0 -0.17020 01 0.15260 02 0.90100 00
5.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.66580-01 0.6658D-01 0.0 -0.16150 01 0.15350 02 0.90090 00
6.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.44030=01 0744030-01“ 0.0 -OTISOBIT'OI 0.15430 07 0.B995U 00
7.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.55900-01 0.5590D-01 0.0 -0.16230 01 0.15510 02 0.8977D 00
e.oo 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.18720-01 0.1872D-01 0.0 -0.17890 01 0.15590 02 0.8923D 00
9.00 4. -0.58430 01 0.15650 02 0.0 -0.56520-02 - 0*70850*01 0«4Z88D*(J3 *0«19A10 01 U«15&6D TJ.B86UU OU
TIPE1 LE.IT SETS FINAL =2. TINE2.LE. IT GOES TO 92 TO SET FINAL«2. T1NE3 GIVES TIME LEFT AFTER TAPE IS WRITTEN.
TIME1 (SEC! • 104 TIPE2 (SEC! « 104 TIPE3 (SEC! - 96
PESTAR IT DELT Time root pct* leaf pot . SUPPLY F. POT* EVAP EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION COT. EVAP.“CUPI7TRAN. -------
KO. PC. CAY CAY PSI LBM/DY-SO.Ff. LBM
65. 13. 15.000 360.62 — .2191E 01 -.2565E 01 0.3169E 02 0.1042F 01 0.7562E-02 0.5H7E-0 1 U»Z6U9I O1 0.1646E03
66. 10. 15.000 375.62 -.1916E 01 -.2338E 01 0.3174E 02 0.1178E 01 0.8523E-02 0.5768E-01 0.2737E 01 0.1655E 03
CO » O v a. j -rw w. * ______  _r
______________________________________________________________MATERIAL BALANCE RESULTS_____________
( AAAA ( 1) RESW (2) CCCC (3> AW (41 EEEE (51 GGGG <2-31/5 ACW (5-21/3
|W. PHASE 0.3064740 01 0.2583830 03 0.6714100 02 0.1912420 03 0.215355D 03 0.8880320 00 -0.6408620 00
PEER (11 RESG (2> ODDO (31 AG (41 FFFFJ5) HHHH <2-3175 ACG <5-21/3
< ACA W. PHASE -0.2699150- C3 0.271520C-C1 -0.6144130-02 0.332962D-01 0.7729750-01 0.4307540 00 -0.8161520 01
XLOC PREY PWIN PGIN EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION QW OG PW PG SATURATION
( FT. AC. PSI LBM/SO FT-OY PSI CFT/CFT P.
0.0 5. 0.0 0.14700 02 0.11080-01 0.1562D 00 0.24190 00 -0.33560-03 0.62910 00 0.14700 02 0.9496D 00
1.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.Il46D Oo -(5.11460 00 0.0 ^0.33920 00“ 0.34900 02 0.93170 DO
( 2.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.21190-01 -0.21190-01 0.0 -0.5882D 00 , 0.15090 02 0.92460 00
3.00 1. 0.0 C.C 0.0 -0.17270-01 0.17270-01 0.0 -0.5765D 00 0.15200 02 0.92280 00
4.00 1. 0.0 0.0 c.o -C.31290-0I 0.31290-01----- <r.<T~ -0.4701000------0.15310 02 0.9ZZ8DOO
5.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.5168D-01 0.51680-01 0.0 -0.37460 00 0.15410 02 0.92270 00
6.00 1. o.o o.c 0.0 -0.38310-01 0.38310-01 0.0 -0.38450 00 0.15510 02 0.92070 00
7.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.53410-01 <1. 53410-01 U.0 -0.48700 <J0 0.15600 02 0.91710 00
8.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.19020-01 0.19020-01 0.0 -0.77490 00 0.1568D 02 0.91030 00
9.00 4. -■0.50110 01 0.15740 02 0.0 -0.60090-02 -0.11280 00 0.3176D-03 -0.11120 01 0.1575D 02 0.90280 00
11 MEI
.....- —
.LE.IT SEIS F1AAL=2. TIME2.LE. IT GOES TO 92 TO SET FINAL’2. TIMES GIVES TtME LEFT AFTER TAPE IS WRITTEN.
TIME1 <SEC» = 85 T1ME2 (SEC> « 85 TIME3 (SEC! « 83
RESTARJT OELT_____ TIME _ _RC0T PCT. LEAF PCT. SUPPLY F. POT. EVAP EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION CUM.EVAP. CUM.TRAN.
NC. NC. CAY CAY PSI LBN/DY-SO.FT. “ ' ~ CBM ~
69. IO. 15.000 420.62 -.1512E 01 -.2139E 01 0.3162E 02 0.1761E 01 0.1268E-01 0.8579E-01 0.3240E 01 0.1689E 03
70. 28. 15.000 435.62 -.2963E 01 -.9285E 01 0.3162E 02 0.1976E 01 0.1422E-01 0.8649E 00 0.3453E 01 0.1819E 03
____________________________________________________ ______________MAJERIAL BALANCE RESULTS__________________________________________ _____________________
AAAA (1) RESH (21 CCCC (3) AW (4) EEEE (5) GGGG (2-31/5 ACW (5-21/3
W. PHASE -0.7120570 01 0.25*1480 C3 0.6357050 02 0.1915770 03 0.2153550 03 0.8895870 00 -0.6259590 00
eeep (i» resc- (2» oboo (3i ag (4» ffffHsi hhhh 12-31/5 Acg 15-21/3
NCN W. PHASE 0.6116400-02 0.2118920-C1 -0.464622D-03 0.3165380-01 0.7729750-01 0.4d95070 00 -0.9923820 02
!1IME1.LE.it SETS FINAL’2. T1ME2.LE.it GOES TC 52 TO SET FINAL = 2. TIME3 GIVES TIME LEFT AFTER TAPE IS WRITTEN. 
L - TiMEl~TSECT = E3 TIME2 (SEtl S 83 TtEE3 (SEtl = 68
■ XLCC PKEY PWIN PGIN EVAPORATION TRANSP IRATION1 QW QG PW SATURATION ■
FT. NC. PSI LBM/SO1 FT-DY PSI CFT/CFT P. 1 )
1 0.0 5. 0.0 0.1470D 02 0.14220-01 0.424ID 00 0.25820-01 -0.15590-03 -0.22830 01 0.1464D 02 0.90150 00
1.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.19820 00 -0.1982D 00 0.0 -0.23800 01 0714840 02 0.69610 00
2.0C 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.90850-01 -0.90850-01 0.0 -0.20130 01 0.14990 02 0.90010 00 )
3.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.77270-01 -0.77270-01 0.0 -O.'1596D 01 0.15150 02 0.90490 00
1 4.00 1. 0.0 0.0“ 0.0“ 0*54850—01 -0.54850-01 0.0-------------- —0*115 0u 0.153ZD DZ 0.90990 DO
5.00 1. 0.0 O.C 0.0 0.48770-01 -0.4877D-01 0.0 -0.73640 00 0.15510 02 0.9142D 00 ‘ )
1 6.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1645D-01 -0.16450-01 0.0 -0.33060 00 0.1570D 02 0.91800 00
7.00 i. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.11800-01 O.ri8OD-01 o.o D.14470-03 0.I5890 02 0.92070 00
8.00 1. 0.0 C.O 0.0 -0.22140-01 0.22140-01 0.0 0.16200 00 0.16060 02 0.92060 00




POT. EVAP EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION CUM.EVAP. CUM.TRAN. 
LBM/OY-SQ.FT. ’ IBM
02 0.1770E 01 0.1279E-01 0.1677E 01 0.3645E 01 0.2070E 03
02 0.15Z6E 01 0.I110E-0T U.1502E 01 U.3811E 01 U.2Z95E 03‘
54
r RESTAR it OELT TIME RCOT PCT.__  LEAF FCT.
| NC. NC. CAY CAY "FSI
| 71. 32. 15.000 450.62 -.467CE 01 -.1693E
72. 16. 15.00C 465.62 -.5424F 01 -.1E40E
If C«* * MH.
AAAA (1» RFSW (2> CCCC (31 AW (4) EEEE (51 GGGG (2-31/5 ACW (5-21/3
W. PHASE -O.9439740 6I (J7239593irC3 0.425723002 0.1970210 03 0.2153550 03 " 0.914964000 “ -ff;5693320 00----------
FP8E (1) RESG (2) ODDD (3) AG (4) FFFF (5) HHHH (2-31/5 ACG (5-21/3
NCK W. PHASE 0.556286C-02 0. 458154D-01 0.1334310-01 0.364723D-01 0.7729750-01 C .4718440 00 0. 205965D 01
XLCC PKEY PW1N PG IN EVAPORATION TRANSPIRATION QW QG PW PG SATURATION
FT. KC. PSI LBM/SQ FT-DY PSI CFT/CFT P.
0.0 5. 0.0 0.14700 02 O.lUOC-Ol 0.80300 00 0.5076D-01 -0.51330-03 -0.4632D 01 0.14700 02 “ 0.82920 00
1.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.19410 00 -0.19410 00 0.0 -0.49110 01 0.14770 02 0.81030 00
2.00 1. 0.0 O.C 0.0 0.90430-01 -0.90430-01 0.0 -0.45180 01 0.1486D 02 0.82720 00
3.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9010D-01 -0.90100-01 0.0 -0.40880 01 0714970 02 0.83920 00
4.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.73300-01 -0.73300-01 0.0 -0.36430 01 0.15090 02 0.8512D 00
5.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.76720-01 -0.76720-01 0.0 -0.3209D 01 0.15230 02 0.8622D 00
6.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.56350-01 -0.56350-01 0.0 -0.27400 01 0.15380 02 D.07170UO----------
7.00, 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6875D-01 -0.6875D-01 0.0 -0.2286D 01 0.1554D 02 0.8797D 00
8.CO 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.35410-01 -0.35410-01 0.0 -0.17330 01 0.15720 02 0.89000 00
9.00 4. - 0.5066D 01 0.13520 02 0.0 5.13490-01 0.50550-02“ 0.99410-03 -o.ubodoi " 0.15920 02 0.89930 00----------
TIFEl.LE.IT SETS FINAL =2. T1ME2.LE .IT GCES TC 52 TO SET FINAL’ 2. TIME3 GIVES TIME LEFT AFTER TAPE IS WRITTEN.
TIME1 (SEC) » 57 T1ME2 (SEC) » 57 T(RE3 (SEC) « 51
RESTAR IT DELT TIME ROOT PCT. LEAF PCT. SUPPLY F. POT. EVSP'"EvAPORAtiON tRANSPlfiinON CUH.EWI “CBK.TRAN. 
KC. KC. CAY CAY PSI LBM/OY-SQ.FT. LBM
73. 1. 15.000 J80.62 -.5643E 01 -.1446E 02 0.3IIIE 02 0.I2I6E 01 0.8925E-“02—O.IZUTE UI—0.3945E 01 0.2476E 03
74. 1. 15.000 455.62 -.5637E 01 -.1229E 02 0.3110E 02 0.9038E 00 0.6736E-02 0.9103E 00 0.4046E 01 0.2613E 03
BALANCE RESULTS r
AAAA (1) RESW (2) CCCC (3) AW (4) EEEE (5) GGGG (2-31/5 ACW (5-21/3
■w. PHASE -0.1744630“ 01 0.2365710 03 “0.3515570 02 0.2014150 03 0.2153550 03 0.9352690 00 -0.60347ID0O
8EE8 (1) RESG (2) DODO (3) AG (4) FFFF (5) HHHH (2-31/5 ACG (5-21/3
|nck w. phase 0.348245C--02 0.5356570-01 0.2014550-01 0.3342420-01 0.7729750-01 0.4324100 00 0.1177820 01
XLCC PKEY PWIN PGIN EVAPCRATICK TRANSPIRATION QW QG PW PG SATURATION
FT. K'C. PSI LBM/SQ FT-OY PSI CFT/CFT P.
0.0 5. 0.0 0.14700“ 02 0.67360-02 “0.70250 00 0.77770-01 “0 *817ID-* 03 u« ruu 02 “0481780'00““
1.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.88300-01 -0.88300-01 0.0 -0.51570 01 0.1479D 02 0.79440 00
2.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.13770-01 -0.13770-01 0.0 -0.47680 01 0.14890 02 0.81210 00
3.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.48560-02 -0.48560-02
__ 0 0 - _
-0.43400 01 0.14990 02 0.62890 00
4.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.11090-01 -0.11090-01 0.0 -0.39040 01 0.15110 02 0.84060 00
5.CO 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1538D-01 -0.15380-01 0.0 -0.34690 01 0.15250 02 0.85180 00
r 6.00 1. 0.0 C.C ^0.0 0.17270-01 -0.17270=010.0------ ■“ V • JU U«153 “D 02 0.86300 00
7.00 1. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.27940-01 -0.2754D-01 0.0 -0.25720 01 O.1555D 02 0.87170 00
8.00 I. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.20570-01 -0.20570-01 0.0 -0.20530 01 0.1572D 02 0.88140 00
9.00 4. -•0.5395D 01 0.I55CD 02 0.0 “0.85640-02 0.50920-02“ 0.10490-02 -O.15270”Or ““0.15900 02 “0.8908000
TIPE1.LE.IT SETS FINAL=2. TINE2.LE.ITGCESTC52 TO SET FINAL’2. TJME3 GIVES TIME LEFTAFTER TAPE IS WRITTEN.
TIME1 (SEC) = 50 TIME2 (SEC) = 50 TIME3 (SEC) = 47
RESTARIT DELT TIME RCOT PCT. LEAF PCT. SUPPLY F. POT. EVAP EVAPORATION TRANSPiRATION tUM.EVAP. CUM.tRAN.
KC. KC. CAY CAY PSI LBM/OY-SO.FT. LBM
~'15. 3. 15.050 510.62 “““-.“5t79t OT -.1201F 02 0.31O9E 02 O.8537E 00 0.6409E-02 0.8658E 00 ““ 0.4142E 01 0.2743E 03
76. 3. 15.000 525.62 -.5751E 01 -.1171E 02 0.3107E 02 0.7973E 00 0.6036E-02 0.8150E 00 0.4233E 01 0.2865E 03
MATERIAL BALANCE RESULTS
55
i

